LA PLATA COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
MAY 31, 2016 – 8:30 AM
LA PLATA COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
COMMISSIONERS’ MEETING ROOM

DEPARTMENT REPORT
PROJECT: GCC ENERGY KING II COAL MINE CLASS II
PROJECT NUMBER: 2012-0089
STAFF: DANIEL MURRAY, VICTORIA SCHMITT and DAMIAN PEDUTO
Project action requires the presence of the applicant or formally designated agent.
I. OWNERS/APPLICANT
Company: GCC Energy, LLC
Applicant: Trent Peterson
Address: 6473 CR 120, Hesperus, CO 81326

AGENT
Company: Southwest Land Services
Agent: Brian Kimmel
Address: PO Box 2673, Durango, CO 81301

II. PROJECT LOCATION
The GCC Energy King II Coal Mine is located 21 miles west of Durango, in an area known as Hay Gulch.
The site is west of US HWY 140, 6.4 miles along CR 120. The site of surface operations can further be
identified by parcel number 5653-362-00-077, located within Section 36, Township 35, Range 12, NMPM.
The site lies within the Fort Lewis Mesa Planning District.
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III. BACKGROUND
Introduction
GCC Energy currently operates within the County in violation of the adopted Code. This report includes
demonstration of the County’s efforts toward assisting the applicant (as is typical within the processing of
outstanding violations) with becoming compliant according to the adopted Code; and with the goal of
obtaining a required Class II Land Use Permit.
Therefore, the County devoted considerable resources to help GCC with this complex project (evident within
its multi-year process) and has evaluated this petition for a Class II Land Use Permit, encompassing surface
and transport operations for the GCC Energy King II Coal Mine. The ultimate results of that evaluation are
further elaborated upon here, relative to the standards of the adopted La Plata County Land Use Code
(LPLUC).
La Plata County’s Assistance toward Compliance with Adopted Code
A highly relied upon, flexible tool introduced by the County during its efforts to assist the applicant into
compliance with the adopted code is a phased schedule of improvements. The schedule correlates with the
applicant’s initially stated needs for operation; and provides for incremental installation of required
improvements. These primarily relate to roadway improvements and mitigation of adverse impacts. Again, it
focuses on the applicant’s initially stated needs/interests while recognizing the implementation of codified
standards (considered over a specified period of time).
The County drafted, and negotiated over the last six months with the applicant, a Road Improvement
Agreement (RIA) in order to clearly accomplish this. More recently, during the two week period following
the March 3, 2016 Planning Commission hearing Continuation, and consistent with the direction from the
Planning Commission, GCC and the County have successfully resolved what were primary outstanding issues.
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At the time of the March 3, 2016 PC hearing, primary outstanding items revolved around (1) disagreement on
the maximum number of trucks (80/day vs. 100/day) to achieve compatibility during the required, phased road
improvements (phases 1, 2, & 3); (2) GCC’s conviction to base its improvements to the County Road upon an
unknown date associated with federal agency (Bureau of Land Management – BLM) application process
(commitment toward certain improvements to achieve compliance with minimum code requirements); (3)
GCC’s insistence on including language within the agreement which relieved them of being responsible for
improvements to the County Road (which are necessary in order to consider the application compliant with
minimum requirements of the County’s adopted code; as well as consistent with adopted long range plans of
the County); (4) limited mitigation efforts during the initial phase of the permit/agreement which inhibited
initial consideration for the achievement of compatibility; (5) continuation of the use of water hauling to
address required water needs of the project which compounded haul truck traffic as well as required additional
improvements/mitigation (non-compliant); and (6) missing materials which clearly and measurably define
certain mitigation and improvements effectively addressing both compatibility as well as consistency with the
adopted long-range plans of the County.
Having now achieved agreement between the County and GCC on these issues, the County is able to consider
the applicant compliant, compatible and consistent with adopted Code and long-range plans. Although,
applicant now accepts the County’s recommended truck limits with dates of phased improvements, it does not
altogether satisfy some of the public comments received to date regarding this project as later described within
this report and some of the corresponding attachments.
Technical Project Background
The GCC Energy King II coal mine operates on land leased from the Colorado State Land Board. Based on
its location on State Land Board property, there was confusion in 2006 as to whether La Plata County could
require a local land use permit. Upon further legal review it was determined that C.R.S. 31-1-120.5(3)
requires a lessee of such property to meet local land use standards. As such, GCC Energy was notified on
August 3, 2010, that a Class II Land Use Permit was required. The notification stated projects within the
County, even if on State land, are subject to the land use permitting process, and on July 12, 2012, GCC
Energy submitted a Class II land use permit application with supporting materials. On November 13, 2014
and again on December 11, 2014 this project was placed on a Planning Commission agenda, although due to
significant public comment, GCC requested, and was granted, a Continuation to further refine their proposal,
as well as to address outstanding issues being raised from public comments that were received.
In 2015, additional neighborhood meetings were held including the formation of the Hay Gulch Citizen
Advisory Panel (HGCAP), a forum of neighborhood representatives, providing GCC the opportunity to
further resolve project issues/concerns. During this time, staff participated in inter-agency meetings with the
(Federal) Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the Office of Surface Mining (OSM), who are in the
process of conducting an Environmental Assessment (EA) as required by the National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA) for modified, or new lease, requests by GCC Energy. The Colorado Division of
Reclamation, Mining and Safety (CDRMS) also participated in several of these discussions.
After receiving the recommendations of the HGCAP, re-evaluating all aspects of the proposal, GCC requested
an expedited hearing date. The County responsively and strictly adhered to this, outlining minimum submittal
materials needed to proceed with an October 8, 2015 Planning Commission hearing. GCC Energy submitted a
revised Class II land use application to the County on July 31, 2015, with supplemental information on August
12, 2015 in an attempt to provide the previously communicated, minimum submittal materials. They also
moved forward with a petition for a variance in front of the Board of Adjustments (BOA) on September 2,
2015, in order to allow a portion of north CR 120 to exceed an 8% maximum grade requirement (recognizing
that their proposed project’s impacts required roadway improvements and this being their designated haul
route for all haul truck traffic). They received approval from the BOA for the requested variance. On October
8, 2015 GCC requested, and was granted with a vote of 3-2, a Continuation of their public hearing by the
Planning Commission to a date certain (February 25, 2016) in order to complete their application with respect
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to proof of adequate water supply and required access impacts and other associated items. A copy of the
October 8, 2015 Planning Commission minutes are included as Attachment 1.
The February 25th continued hearing date provided four additional months, requested by GCC Energy, to
address, refine and adequately include appropriate materials within their application submission for
consideration of their proposal. Meanwhile, staff and GCC attempted to negotiate a Road Improvement
Agreement (RIA) that would identify minimum requirements and mitigation improvements directly associated
with their proposed project; and in order to be in compliance with the adopted Code. Through the RIA, staff
attempted to make those improvements more manageable for the applicant by allowing them to be
implemented in phased segments and within a realistic timeline for the applicant.
The February 25, 2016 Planning Commission hearing was also continued (to March 2, 2016) due to the
absence of a full Planning Commission. The March 2nd date was the earliest possible date that all five
Planning Commissioners were available. During the February 25th hearing public comment was accepted
from those who indicated they could not attend the March 2nd hearing date (Feb 25th minutes are Attachment
46). During the March 2, 2016 hearing, the Planning Commission received a report on Interim Road
Mitigation Measures, and a presentation from County Staff, GCC, the “North CR 120 Group”, and other
extensive public comment regarding the Class II land use permit application (March 2nd minutes are
Attachment 47). Given the volume of information provided, the Planning Commission elected to, again,
continue the project to the following evening, March 3, 2016. During the March 2nd and 3rd hearings, GCC
presented new information that had not been reviewed by the County or the public which attempted to address
the outstanding issues between the parties and in direct response to the County’s recommendation for denial
(March 3rd minutes are Attachment 48). After two days of evidence and testimony, the Planning
Commission’s deliberation resulted in a 4-1 motion for further continuation of the project’s hearing to April
14, 2016 (with specific direction for the County and GCC to conclude negotiations on outstanding items
within a 2 week period ending on March 17, 2016).
At the April 14, 2016 Planning Commission hearing, the County and GCC were able to report that the parties
had successfully resolved the outstanding items within the prescribed time period. Presentations by staff, the
applicant, and the public were heard along with general public comment. The Planning Commission
ultimately made a recommendation that the BOCC approve the project with nine findings and 22 conditions
(minutes included as Attachment 66). An update of the project since the Planning Commission hearing is
provided in detail beginning on page 37.
IV. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
GCC Energy King II Coal Mine consists of 26 acres of surface operations and approximately 415 acres of
below-ground mining. GCC is currently pursuing (1) a “lease modification” and (2) an exploration permit,
which could lead to a “lease by application” in the future, both via the BLM. Also, both actions could lead to
an increased area of below-ground coal excavation, though GCC indicates this would be accomplished with
no change to surface or coal transport operations beyond what is proposed as part of this land use permit.
Surface operations include coal processing, coal storage, vehicle circulation, and office buildings as well as
parking for personnel. The coal seam exists below approximately 300 feet of overburden, and is approached in
a horizontal direction from the ground surface. Neither vertical shafts nor blasting is employed at the mine.
The type of coal mined is low sulfur Bituminous.
Within the coal seam, approximately six miles of tunnels, and somewhat greater than two miles of roadways,
are laid out in a grid fashion. The mine uses a method known as “room and pillar” in which a series of 10’ to
18’ wide “rooms”, or work areas, are cut into the seam; with each of the “rooms” being approximately 6’ to
10’ in height. A “continuous miner” machine moves horizontally through the coal seam and uses steel spikes
to cut the coal. As the coal is cut, the machine applies a water mist to control airborne particulate matter to
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levels required by the federal Mining and Safety Health Administration (MSHA). The coal is then projected
into a trailer which carries the coal to a conveyor belt and out of the mine for processing.
On the surface, coal is crushed and screened into three grades: mill-run, lump, and stoker. Coal is then loaded
onto contracted trucks that transport the coal to users, ranging from the D&SNGR in Durango (lump coal) or
to New Mexico for rail transport. The applicant hires third-party truck drivers to transport the coal around the
clock and GCC reports that each truck carries approximately 28.5 tons of coal. GCC seeks a land use permit
to use 6.4 miles of north CR 120 for haul truck access, to and from the mine, with improvements to the road to
meet La Plata County road standards and mitigation of the produced traffic’s impacts.
GCC reports it currently employs approximately 140 employees over a series of shifts and that it hopes to
expand to accommodate 145 employees. Currently, the average number of employees on site at any one time
(e.g. during shift overlaps) is about 67. Mining operations and hauling occur 24 hours/day with lower levels
of activity at night and on weekends. For additional project information as summarized by the applicant,
please reference the applicant’s narrative dated January 29, 2016 (Attachment 2) and site plan dated July 29,
2015 (Attachment 3).
GCC has provided data on the actual number of loaded trucks departing the mine for 2014 and 2015 as shown
in Table 1. Table 2 shows the scale of operations and estimated truck hauling for 2004 to 2015.
Table 1. Truck Data, 2014 and 2015

970,790k tons

Range of Loaded Trucks
Avg Daily Trips (by month)
83-100

Range of Loaded Trucks
Max Day
119-134

821,509k tons

57-109 (44 outlier)

110-151 (82 outlier)

Year

Annual Production

2014
2015

Table 2. Scale of Operations, 2004-2015
Annual
Annual
Year1
Loaded
Production2
Trucks3
2004
460,611
16,200
2005
467,377
16,400
2006
487,808
17,100
2007
470,170
16,500
2008
392,348
13,800
2009
504,231
17,700
2010
523,413
18,400
2011
606,132
21,300
2012
639,003
22,400
2013
737,131
25,900
2014
970,790
34,100
2015
821,509
28,800

Average Daily
Loaded
Trucks4
52
53
55
53
45
57
59
69
72
84
110 (94)
93

(1) 2004-2007 is from King 1 only; 2008 is from King 1 and King 2; 2009-present is King 2 only
(2) Annual production from CDRMS reporting
(3) Annual loaded trucks calculated based on assumption of 28.5 tons/truck, rounded
(4) Daily loaded trucks based on 310 days of hauling/year. 2014 additionally shows value (94) based on 362 days/yr, when hauling
peaked and occurred seven days a week with the exception of three days
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Water (LPLUC Sec. 82-182(b), 82-183, 82-186)
Overview
Water supply considerations include onsite water demands which encompasses quantity needed to serve the
mine operation and employee bath house and quality for the domestic supply at the mine, both of which are
covered within LPLUC Sec. 82-186.
For this project, offsite water issues have also been raised – particularly whether the project has the potential
to contaminate surface or ground waters. Offsite water issues are addressed in other sections of the report
including drainage and compatibility.
Key Documents
Documentation provided by GCC related to water supply includes the following items, many of which were
prepared for the Division of Water Resources/State Engineer’s Office and/or Water Court Division No. 7 to
obtain the necessary rights to divert and store water:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Safe Yield Analysis, November 16, 2015
Substitute Water Supply Plan, Approved February 26, 2016
Water Right Case No. 2007CW100 (decreed)
Water Right Case No. 2015CW3029 (pending)
Water Lease Agreement between GCC and Huntington Ranches, November 12, 2015
Huntington Pond Construction Plans, November 15, 2015
Harris Water Engineering memo, November 16, 2015 (the data provided in previous Harris memos
in the project file is outdated and not reflective of the current proposal)
8. CDPHE approval of Drinking Water Construction Plans and Specifications, May 8, 2015
The narrative has been revised to reflect that groundwater wells are not proposed and a new water rights
application was filed on September 30, 2015 (with a Substitute Water Supply Plan approved by the State on
February 26, 2016); the November 16, 2015 Safe Yield Analysis by Harris Engineering contains the current
water supply and demands estimates; and the primary purpose for the new water rights application, and dry-up
land, is that the existing water supply did not produce an adequate quantity of water for current operations,
and additional supply is needed. The information contained in the documents listed immediately above, and
summarized below, reflect correct information.
Water Demands
The primary water demand at the site is that which is needed for dust suppression within the mine (to meet
required levels expressed by MSHA). As discussed above, dust suppression is accomplished by a continuous
miner machine, with a constant mist being applied to the coal as it is extracted. Dust suppression additionally
occurs on the roadways within the mine and the conveyor belt carrying coal out of the mine. This demand is
proposed to be met using untreated raw water.
A much smaller water demand occurs within the bath house, which requires domestic/treated water for
employee showers, bathroom, boot wash, and other uses within the building.
GCC reports that it used 30 acre-feet (AF) of water in 2014 and may have a need for up to 40 AF. Of this,
domestic demands cannot exceed approximately 2.5 AF, as wastewater from the building cannot exceed 2,000
gallons per day (GPD) based on the San Juan Basin Health Department onsite wastewater system permit for
the upper leach field serving the bath house.
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Water Supply
GCC’s Safe Yield Analysis states that the 2007 water court decree assumed the mine demands would be
approximately 13 AF, which would result from a demand of 20,000 GPD over a four-day work week based on
experience at the King I mine. The 2007 decree allowed for three sources of water (1) Huntington dry-up of 9
acres; (2) La Plata River diversions; and (3) groundwater wells, though only the Huntington dry-up supply has
been put to use. GCC has not exercised its La Plata River diversion right, which is relatively junior and would
be delivered via the Hay Gulch Ditch. GCC has also not constructed groundwater wells in order to avoid
concerns with impact to area hydrology.
Diversion records show that GCC diverted approximately 11 AF per year from 2012 to 2014 with its dry-up
right. Therefore, a significant gap remained between GCC’s exercised supply of approximately 11 AF and its
target demand of approximately 40 AF. To meet this demand, GCC filed for dry-up of an additional 44 acres
of land (53 acres total) via case 2015CW3059 on September 30, 2015. Objections needed to be filed by
November 30, 2015, per Harris Water Engineering memo dated November 16, 2015.
Because water rights can take years to perfect, state statutes authorize the Colorado Division of Water
Resources (CDWR) to approve Substitute Water Supply Plans (SWSPs) to provide a temporary supply to be
used while the water rights application is being processed. GCC applied for a SWSP on October 11, 2015 and
no objections were filed by the November 10, 2015 deadline, according to a January 15, 2016 memo by Harris
Water Engineering. GCC received CDWR approval of their SWSP on February 26, 2016, allowing GCC to
temporarily utilize the additional 44 acres of Huntington dry-up water until February 28, 2017.
Dry-up water is delivered via the Hay Gulch Ditch (HGD) which connects from the La Plata River. HGD
then flows to the Huntington lateral. GCC has proposed and reports that Huntington Ranches is in the process
of constructing a lined storage reservoir to store diverted rights for use throughout the year. A Notice of Intent
to Construct filed by Huntington Ranches reports the pond to be located in the NE ¼ of the SE ¼ of Section
31 T35N R11W (address of 8796 CR 120). This reservoir is included in GCC’s filing for the approved SWSP
and the 2015CW3059 water right filing. Note that GCC had been planning to use an in-mine reservoir for
storage but abandoned this due to potential groundwater hydrology issues.
The new reservoir design indicates an approximate storage area of 40 AF with a surface area of 3.5 acres and
depth of 10 to 15 feet. GCC has provided construction plans for the reservoir (titled Huntington Pond
Expansion, November 15, 2015). Downstream of the reservoir, the Huntington Lateral enters a gravitypressurized six-inch pipeline which carries the water supply to the King II site. GCC has provided a copy of
its lease agreement with Huntington Ranches wherein Huntington Ranches takes responsibility for the
construction and operation of the reservoir and delivery of dry-up water.
The surface water supply (from the approved 2007 and proposed 2015 water rights) including 53 acres of
Huntington dry-up water and La Plata River diversions are the only water sources approved for this project.
GCC has not exercised the La Plata River right and may not have the opportunity to exercise it due to overappropriation. GCC has indicated it does not intend to construct groundwater wells allowed by the 2007
CDWR right, and therefore the impact of groundwater wells has not been evaluated and is not an approved
source of water for this project.
Likewise, water hauling as a permanent resource is not acceptable, as it is precluded per LPLUC 82-186.
2016 will be the first irrigation season available for GCC to fill their designed storage reservoir and will be
limited to establishing their designed and planned reservoir during this time. Therefore GCC will continue to
haul water while the reservoir is being completed.
However, for ongoing business, beyond constructive establishment of permanent water resources, all water
hauling to substantiate the project permanently is not permitted. Further, the designed and constructed
reservoir is anticipated to be filled by this autumn (September 30th). A condition of approval is recommended,
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which identifies that effective September 30, 2016, hauling will cease and only surface water rights
adjudicated via the State of Colorado court cases 2007CW100 and 2015CW3029 are approved to meet GCC’s
demands. An additional recommended condition further clarifies that GCC shall provide an adjudicated water
right in alignment with the temporary Substitute Water Supply Plan (SWSP) by February 26, 2022, four years
from the date of the SWSP. In this instance there are two objectors to GCC’s water case and four years is a
realistic yet still ambitious timeframe for GCC to secure a water right through water court. The SWSP shall
be renewed until such time a water right is secured (LPLUC 82-186). The allowance for four years rather than
two years, is an area in which the recommended condition of approval has changed since the Planning
Commission recommendation on April 14, 2016. The issue of interim water hauling is further covered under
the Traffic section of this report, below.
Water Quality
GCC’s water supply is classified by the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) as
a Public Water Systems (PWS) and has been assigned a “PWS ID” (CO0234301). CDPHE issued a letter
dated May 8, 2015 approving GCC’s water treatment plant design. The design includes a membrane filtration
system, disinfection via chlorination, and storage in a 37,000 gallon storage tank. In 2015, the applicant
indicated the treatment plant would be installed by September 30, 2015, which did not occur. Currently the
applicant has indicated the treatment plant will be constructed in autumn 2016.
Wastewater (LPLUC Sec. 82-179, 82-182[b])
The project is served by two onsite wastewater systems, referred to as the upper and lower leach fields. The
upper field is permitted by San Juan Basin Health (SJBH) permit #2007-344, issued for approximately 2,000
gallons/day and serves the mine’s offices, bathhouse, warehouse, and generally serves the regular 165
employees proposed. The lower field is permitted by SJBH permit #2007-345, issued for approximately 500
gallons/day and serves the scale house/dispatch building, Thus serving the dispatcher and the approximate
120 contract haulers who use the facilities while on site.
Two letters provided by Stoner Engineering dated August 28, 2014 and October 16, 2012, indicate the two
systems are adequately designed and operating effectively. SJBH indicates that, based on this certification,
they grant approval of the two permits to meet required demands. Additionally, SJBH inspected the systems
and provided documentation in an October 22, 2014 email that the systems are capable of serving an average
of 67 employees per day and 145 employees per day respectively. SJBH further provided an updated
comment on January 6, 2016, reiterating their October 22, 2014 acceptance of calculated demands and stating
the need to inspect the system. A February 25, 2016 email from SJBH indicated that a upon their February
19, 2016 site visit, the upper leach field is clearly overloaded and requests a professional engineer’s
determination regarding a potential need to recover, expand, or replace the leach field. The Planning
Commission included a condition requesting that, prior to Board of County Commissioners, GCC document
their diligence to resolve this matter, which can be found below on page 39.
Should the wastewater demands of the upper leach field serving the mine’s offices, bathhouse, and warehouse,
exceed 2,000 gallons per day, the system would be regulated by the CDPHE’s Water Quality Control
Division. A condition of approval has been drafted to ensure compliance with the standards of LPLUC,
SJBH, and CDPHE.
In addition to domestic wastewater being discharged to the Onsite Wastewater System (OSWS), there is a
boot wash within the bathhouse portion of the office building that discharges to the onsite surface stormwater
and sediment detention pond. This is addressed further under “Drainage” below.
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Access (LPLUC Sec. 82-76, 82-161)
Overview
Access is proposed via State Highway 140 to CR 120 and then approximately 6.4 miles south/west to the
project site (see figure below). The first 2.5 miles of CR 120 are paved and the road is approximately 22 feet
wide. The last 3.9 miles of CR 120 are gravel and the road is approximately 24 feet wide. GCC’s proposed
traffic accounts for approximately 99% of loading by weight on north CR 120 and approximately 67% by
volume (660/983 trips, Traffic Impact Assessment, November 19, 2015). For this volume and load of traffic
on north CR 120, the applicable road classification is “Local, 10 plus units” (LPLUC Sec. 74-91.c). County
standards require a Local, 10 plus units road to be constructed to a minimum 24-foot wide paved road plus 3foot shoulders and a 60-foot Right-of-Way. The adopted County code also addresses the need for safe road
alignment and sight distance (LPLUC Sec 74-91.d).
Key Documents
Documentation provided by GCC related to access includes the following items:
1. Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) by Roadrunner Design Services, June 10, 2014 and updated on
November 19, 2015 (Attachment 4)
2. Conceptual Road Design Plans, dated November 17, 2015 (Attachment 5)
3. Property Ownership Illustration, dated September 1, 2015 (Attachment 6)
4. Roadrunner response to County Public Works Director August 20, 2015 memo, dated November
19, 2015 (Attachment 7)
5. Roadrunner response to LSC Transportation Consultants January 15, 2016 public comment memo,
dated January 29, 2016 (Attachment 8)
6. County Public Works memos dated March 25, 2016 (Attachment 58)
7. Roadrunner Response to April 7, 2016 LSC letter, dated May 13, 2016 (Attachment 67)
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State Highway Access Permit
CDOT identified in 2013 that a left ingress deceleration lane from SH 140 North onto CR 120 and a right turn
deceleration lane from SH 140 South onto CR 120 were required to accommodate the proposed traffic. GCC
did not want to complete the improvements immediately, and CDOT indicated that the improvements could be
completed as late as 2016. Under these terms, CDOT issued access permit (#513005).
CDOT reports that as required by the permit, GCC installed short-term improvements including signing,
striping, widening of the northbound shoulder pavement, and installation of solar-powered, flashing lights at
the intersection’s advisory sign but that GCC has not installed the required turn lanes. CDOT also reports it
has not received construction plans for the turn lane improvements. A Notice-to-Proceed based on such plans
needs to be issued this summer (2016) for the conditional access permit to remain valid. The Planning
Commission included a condition requesting an update on this matter prior to Board of County
Commissioners, for which a response can be found below on page 40.
CR 120 Improvements
Traffic impacts were evaluated in the Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) by Roadrunner Design Services dated
November 19, 2015 (with earlier versions dated June 10, 2014 and July 31, 2015) (Attachment 4). The TIA
was developed based on GCC’s specified proposal to route all transport trucks north of the mine, along the 6.4
miles of CR 120 up to its intersection with SH 140. The remaining mine-related traffic, including employees
and water haul trucks, currently utilize both the northern and southern segments of CR 120.
For CR 120 to accommodate the haul trucks, in compliance with the adopted La Plata County Land Use Code,
Chapter 74, roadway improvements are necessary. GCC provided Conceptual Road Design Plans by
Roadrunner Design Services, dated November 17, 2015 (Attachment 5) and a Property Ownership Illustration
dated September 1, 2015 (Attachment 6). The road design plans provide a conceptual-level alignment for a
widened and paved surface that can meet La Plata County standards. At this time, the County Public Works
Director has evaluated the conceptual plans and determined construction of the proposed alignment to be
feasible.
Within the last two weeks, a Traffic Control Plan/Maintenance of Traffic details (Attachment 49) has been
submitted to further inform the schedule of improvements for CR 120 North. The review of which is to
coincide with each phased improvement, and to be coordinated with/accepted by the Director of Public
Works. Appropriate maintenance of traffic will, therefore directly address standard safe practices during
construction associated with the phased improvements as they occur along the roadway. This measure, also,
has been captured as a condition of approval.
Another item submitted within the last two week period is an Emergency Response Plan outlining the protocol
for various emergency procedures (Attachment 50, updated version in Attachment 76.7). This includes
appropriate protocol response to accident events on CR 120, coal spills, inclement weather conditions, or a
haul truck incidents. With respect to an accident on CR 120, in addition to immediate communication with
911, is the suspension of haul truck traffic on the road until the incident has been resolved. Since this plan
was provided after agency comments, the Planning Commission included a condition of approval that prior to
BOCC consideration, GCC solicit feedback from Emergency Medical Service personnel such as DFPD and
Fort Lewis Fire Protection District regarding the Emergency Response Plan and access to residences of North
CR 120 during an emergency (LPLUC Sec 82-193[c][2][a]). The outcome of such feedback is included under
the summary of Planning Commission conditions on page 39.
These Plans are, therefore, now considered along with, and a part of this application.
A condition of this report’s recommendation clearly articulates CR 120 North as the designated haul route and
identifies limited terms in which alternative routes may be considered. The intent of such conditional
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authorization by the Public Works Director and County Manager is to allow for extenuating circumstances
while insuring against the possibility of an event resulting in the closure of both the North and South ends of
County Road 120 (which could otherwise limit emergency access).
Note that GCC also applied for a variance, supported by the County (receiving approval on September 2,
2015, project no. 2015-0194). The granted variance provides for a maximum grade of 8.85%, as opposed to
the regulated maximum of 8%, for a discrete segment of the county roadway (approximately 2000 feet).
Other CR 120 Operational Items
Neighborhood comments made early during the project’s review indicated concern with the practice of haul
trucks pulling off of north CR 120 to install chains or cover their load. At that time, the applicant identified a
5-acre parcel along the county road near the intersection of CR 120 and SH 140 as a potential designated pulloff area, which would either require a modification to their application, or an independent land use permit.
The applicant recently specified they established a truck staging area on their mine site, and under
negotiations for another area in proximity to the Old Fort Lewis Campus which is directly along the state
highway. This class II land use permit for the King II Coal Mine specifically does not consider or include a
vehicle turn-off (a.k.a. truck pull-off or truck chain up area) within La Plata County; a separate class II land
use permit with corresponding public process is required for such land uses (LPLUC Sec 82-1).
County Road 120 Road Improvement Agreement (RIA)
Access is relevant with respect to proof of access (LPLUC Sec. 82-76), formal standards (LPLUC Sec. 82161) and compatibility (LPLUC Sec. 82-94 and 82-193). Projects compliant with the County Code typically
complete all public improvements prior to commencement of the permitted use. With this existing use and
outstanding land use permit, additional tools are sometimes needed to bring the project into compliance. As
indicated earlier, the County chose to utilize such a tool for the applicant, a Road Improvement Agreement
(RIA) which is a contract between the Board of County Commissioners and the applicant. Execution of the
RIA by an applicant is required to secure staff’s recommendation of approval for a project. Prior to the
Planning Commission’s April hearing, the County received such an executed agreement by the applicant.
The County Attorney’s Office drafted an RIA and the parties engaged in discussions about relevant terms and
conditions necessary to bring the access portion of the project into compliance. More specifically, the RIA
addresses the following key topics:
1. Acknowledgement of phased limits on the daily average for outgoing trucks (based on a monthly
average and daily maximum);
2. Right-of-way acquisition process and timing;
3. Road construction development/standards;
4. Construction phasing, timing and associated hauling allowances; and
5. On-going road maintenance fees due to degradation of initial improvements through applicant’s
ongoing use
During the many months of discussions and negotiations prior to the March 2nd and 3rd, 2016 Planning
Commission public hearing, GCC had not accepted an RIA which could be considered consistent, compatible
and compliant with adopted county plans and codes. Therefore the County initially recommended denial of
the project.
During a two-week period, directed by the Planning Commission following the March 3rd public hearing, the
applicant has produced an executed version of the RIA which addresses those previous, outstanding issues, as
well as has provided several additional materials to clarify their application with the County; affectively
demonstrating consistency, compatibility and compliance to the satisfaction of adopted county plans and code.
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The RIA as executed by the applicant (Attachment 51, previous version is Attachment 10) now complies with
the County’s requirements. Some of the general areas the applicant addresses with this agreement include:


Acceptance of a maximum average 80 haul trucks/day until road improvement phases 1, 2,
and 3 are completed (where the applicant originally proposed a maximum average of 100 haul
trucks/day without these phased improvements)




Acceptance of a maximum average 120 haul trucks/day with all road improvements
completed (where applicant originally proposed a maximum average of 155 haul trucks/day)
Agreement to prescribed dates by which all five phases of road improvements will be
completed (the applicant originally proposed the completion of roadway improvements based upon
unknown Federal outcomes; this uncertainty would not meet consistency and compliance with
adopted code throughout the life of the proposed use)



Removal of the applicant’s proposed language which negated any commitment by the
applicant to complete and follow through with expressed improvements that were being
relied upon to consider their application compliant with adopted La Plata County Plans and
Code

In this unique instance where GCC’s truck traffic on the road is 99% of the Equivalent Single Axel Load
(ESAL) as described in the Traffic Impact Assessment there are significant impacts to the road surface for
which GCC shall be responsible for mitigating. Accordingly, a road maintenance fee of $0.12/ton of coal
transported has been deemed appropriate to off-set road impacts from mine generated truck traffic. The
objective of the maintenance fee is to ensure that GCC contributes annually to the maintenance of the road
based on their proportional impacts (LPLUC Sec. 82-28). Funds generated will be used exclusively for the
maintenance of the 6.4 mile stretch of CR 120 North.
Under the proposed Road Improvement Agreement Pertaining to La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy,
LLC, the County would assume responsibility for maintenance of the roadway and the mitigation fee would be
ongoing and remain in effect as long as the mine is in operation. Using a projected estimate of 900,000 tons
of coal transported in a calendar year (~200 ADT), the mitigation fee to be paid to the County would be
approximately $108,000 per year.
Drainage (LPLUC Sec. 74-112 to 114, Sec. 82-169)
Drainage is handled via two series of conveyance ditches. One series runs along the perimeter of the property
and collects offsite drainage for down-gradient discharge. The other series of conveyance ditches collects
onsite flow from 25.5 acres, approximately 14 of which are disturbed. This runoff, in addition to discharge
from the boot wash portion of the bath house, flows to a sediment collection pond located in the southern,
down-gradient portion of the site. The sediment pond was constructed several years ago to meet Division of
Reclamation, Mining and Safety (DRMS) regulations.
LPLUC regulations address volume detention rather than sediment collection (though sediment collection
naturally occurs within volume-detention ponds). Therefore, to meet LPLUC requirements that the difference
between the pre-developed and post-developed 100-year flow be detained and that stormwater be discharged
from the site at the historic 100-year rate, the applicant evaluated the capacity of the sediment pond to provide
the needed detention. Documentation submitted by the applicant indicates that the available, needed detention
volume is a minimum of 3.2 AF, and approximately 3.75 AF of storage accommodated. Documentation
further indicates a maximum discharge rate of 32 cubic feet per second (CFS), and that an installed 24-inch
outfall pipe discharges at 30 CFS. As such, LPLUC requirements for stormwater detention were determined
to have been met with this application.
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Due to an all-weather surfacing requirement of the upper parking lot, the detention area will increase and a
new drainage study and detention pond plan will be necessary (needs to be considered with completed,
required site plan; see Parking section below).
Note the applicant provided a copy of the current CDPHE Colorado Discharge Permit System (CDPS) permit
(#COG85000). In addition to conventional stormwater, the permit addresses secondary containment for the
onsite refueling and oil storage area. This area is covered, has a concrete floor, and an adjacent pit to capture
and prevent any spills from entering stormwater runoff.
Stormwater has additionally been addressed via the State Division of Reclamation Mining and Safety’s
Technical Revision 25 in which DRMS requested as-built certifications for certain surface water structures.
Form TR-25, by the Division, was issued on December 17, 2015.
Parking (LPLUC Sec. 82-175)
La Plata County Land Use Code parking requirement for an industrial use is one space/employee. The
applicant’s site plan have been revised to reflect a total of 91 parking spaces (measuring 9’ x 18’) 82 for the
mine office and bathhouse, and nine (9) for the scale house and dispatch building. The total projected number
of employees is 145, although due to various working shifts, a maximum of approximately 67 employees
would be present at any time, and therefore the 91 spaces are adequate. Of the 91 spaces, six are identified as
“ADA accessible” (1 ADA per 15 spaces/designed; American Disabilities Act federal requirement for
commercial/industrial uses/accessibility).
At the time of Planning Commission consideration the site plan warranted revisions to identify the parking lot
surface treatment, a corresponding drainage plan, and a waiver for tree islands. GCC has submitted this
information and is discussed in more detail under the seven conditions from the Planning Commission to be
addressed “prior to BOCC consideration” (page 38 below).
Landscaping and Buffering (LPLUC Sec. 82-165)
See “Compatibility” analysis below, under Truck Volumes.
V. STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCY REVIEWS
La Plata County shares jurisdiction over the proposed project with a number of other state and federal
agencies for several reasons. First, federal and state statutes and regulations governing the mining of federal
coal resources require that a lessee such as GCC comply with a local government’s land use regulations.
Second, Colorado statutes such as the County Planning Code (C.R.S. § 30-28-101 et seq.) and the Local
Government Land Use Control Enabling Act (C.R.S. § 29-20-101 et seq.) independently authorize La Plata
County to permit the proposed project. Third, as the owner of the road, the proposed project invokes La Plata
County’s property interests by relying entirely on north County Road 120 as the sole conduit for transporting
coal to State Highway 140. In that regard, County Road 120 is analogous to a pipeline or a water ditch with a
limited carrying capacity, and the County’s jurisdiction is in part to ensure that the carrying capacity is not
exceeded.
GCC Energy holds lease agreements and permits with other state and federal agencies as shown on
Attachment 11.
Other jurisdictions include, but are not limited to:
1.
2.

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) – Federal authorization of coal lease
Office of Surface Mining (OSM) – Federal regulation of coal mining activity and reclamation.
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State of Colorado Division of Reclamation Mining and Safety (DRMS) – Authorizes mining
operation
4. Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) – Stormwater, spill prevention,
water treatment, air quality
3.

One obvious complication to complementary local, state, and federal jurisdiction is that the various agencies’
permits do not always have the same time constraints. For example, although the proposed activities are not
anticipated to change surface operations requiring a new or amended land use permit, GCC is currently
working with the BLM to expand the subsurface extent of King Coal II. Specifically, the BLM is conducting
or anticipated to conduct National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) reviews for the following three mine
expansion activities:
1. A lease modification to allow for 955 additional subsurface acres (in process);
2. An exploration permit to allow for 24 test sites (in process);
3. A subsequent lease to extract coal from the exploration area, pending findings from the proposed
exploration (future)
Although the outcome of any NEPA review is by design uncertain, the U.S. Department of the Interior
recently issued a coal lease moratorium on January 15, 2016. It is anticipated that the U.S. will pause federal
coal leasing for at least three years to allow time for the BLM to consider comprehensive reforms to the
federal program. Due to the uncertainty surrounding federal coal leasing and GCC’s desire to continue
existing operations, La Plata County’s only choice is to exercise its independent land use authority without
regard to GCC’s attempts to expand the subsurface extent of the King Coal II mine. For this reason, and as is
discussed in the Access portion of Section IV above, the Planning Department has remained steadfast in
requiring prescriptive dates for phased road improvements rather than GCC’s previous request to complete
road construction phases based upon on uncertain future events/actions.
A second area of overlapping local and state or federal jurisdiction is with respect to impacts on groundwater.
CDRMS is evaluating any potential impacts on groundwater through a comprehensive water quality
monitoring plan. This is the subject matter of CDRMS Technical Revision 26 as further discussed below in
the Compatibility portion of Section VII within Criterion D.
VI. ISSUES AND STUDIES
Primary issues with the proposal have included the safety of, directly impacted, north CR 120 for the traveling
public; and impacts to neighbors/neighboring properties along the north CR 120 proposed haul route. General
compatibility along the proposed route has been identified as a primary issue for further analysis relative to
hauling trucks’ impacts such as noise, dust, and privacy/visual impact to those properties along north CR 120.
Additionally, concerns have been expressed by members of the public in the areas of groundwater quality and
vibration from the mine operation. The content of each of these issues is addressed within the
“Compatibility” section of this report.
A number of data collection efforts and reports have been prepared related to compatibility, which are
outlined here to provide background and a reference point for the issues discussed in the Compatibility section
of this report.
LPLUC Sec. 82-196 states “[a]n analysis of the proposed development may be required if…. the proposed
development has the potential of producing unmitigated negative external effects including, but not limited to:
endangerment of the safety of citizens, traffic, noise, vibration, odor, glare, dust, smoke and the pollution of
ground or surface water, or any other negative external effect as necessary to determine compliance with any
required standard.” Sec. 82-196 further states “[t]he staff, planning commission, joint planning commission,
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or board of county commissioners may request a special study during their review of the project if they
determine that additional information is required to render a recommendation or decision.”
In order to address a required compatibility assessment, and in anticipation for adequate analysis, the Planning
Commission and Board of County Commissioners may consider the additional information within this report.
Staff, in collaboration with other agencies, requested the applicant collect this baseline data relative to a
number of measurable compatibility items.
GCC’s response of a Summary of Analytical Activities compiled by CDS Environmental Services (dated May
8, 2014) included the following data sets/reports and an Executive Summary of each (due to document size,
these items are not included as attachments but summarized within this report).
1. Matheson Mining Consultants, Ground Motion Studies Report, January 8, 2013 (with additional
data, later provided in Underground Miner Ground Motion Study Report, December 31, 2014)
2. Engineering Dynamics Incorporated, Noise Assessment, November 2013
3. CDS Environmental Services, Well Testing Results, May-November 2013
4. Norwest Corporation, Hydro Study, February 11, 2014
5. Resource Hydrogeologic Services, Water Balance Study, May 8, 2014 (with Executive Summary
added July 20, 2015)
As noise along CR 120 remained a significant concern, the following noise follow-up analyses were
performed:
1. The County contracted Aimone-Martin Associated to review GCC’s noise study (LPLUC 82-197).
That report was entitled “Review of Noise and Vibrations from CR 120 Truck Traffic and Mining
Operations”, dated September 7, 2015. In that report, Dr. Aimone-Martin outlined noise study
parameters and made noise mitigation recommendations (Attachment 12)
2. Wave Engineering, contracted by GCC, conducted the noise studies outlined by Aimone-Martin
Associates, and provided a report entitled “King II Coal Mine Noise Assessment” dated January 4,
2016 (Attachment 13) and Appendices A-F (Attachment 14)
3. The County’s consultant, Aimone-Martin Associates, provided a review dated January 15, 2016 of
the Wave Engineering study (Attachment 15)
Additionally, the applicant provided reports in response to specific public comments that were of a technical
nature. These include:
1. Resource Hydrogeologic Services, A Preliminary Hydrologic Monitoring Plan, July 30, 2015
(Attachment 16)
2. McVehil-Monnett Report on air quality dated December 15, 2015 (Attachment 30)
3. Trinity Consultants’ January 29, 2016 Response (Attachment 17) to public comment McVehilMonnett Dec. 15th 2015 analysis
4. McVehil-Monnett March 14, 2016 response (Attachment 52) to Trinity Consultants’ January 29,
2016 Review of McVehil Monnett’s December 15, 2015 analysis
5. Roadrunner Engineering, January 29, 2016 (Attachment 18) - Response to public comment LSC
Technical Memo on traffic dated January 15, 2016 (Attachment 34)
6. Resource Hydrogeologic Services, January 31, 2016 (Attachment 19)
7. Wave Engineering King II Coal Mine – Haul Truck Study – Supplemental Report #1 & Rebuttal
Wave #1365, May 13, 2016 (Attachment 68)
8. Trinity Consultants’ May 13, 2016 Supplement #1 to the Air Quality Analysis for Traffic on the La
Plata County Road 120 and Response to McVehil-Monnett Associates, Inc. (MMA) letter dated
March 14, 2016 (Attachment 69)
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VII. COMPATIBILITY
Land Use Classification
Fort Lewis Mesa Planning District (FLMPD) Land Use Plan does not contain an established land use
classification system (traditional land use classifications defining mapped use categories/values). The
FLMPD Land Use Plan does, however, set forth several goals which encourage:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Public participation (FLMPD Section I)
Minimizing impacts on water supply (FLMPD Section III)
Retain Rural Atmosphere and provide a safe and secure domestic water source (FLMPD Section IV)
Retain the Fort Lewis Mesa District as a predominantly agricultural and rural community (FLMPD
Section V)
5. Building in harmony with the rural landscape (FLMPD Section VI)
Public Participation.
The permit review process has been extensive and inclusive, which included:
1. Three neighborhood compatibility meetings held by GCC with the County facilitating (respectively
on September 11, 2012; December 19, 2013; and April 2, 2014);
2. Two public meetings held by GCC (December 18, 2014 and January 27. 2015);
3. One general public meeting held by the Hay Gulch Citizen Advisory Panel (HGCAP);
4. Frequent, direct meetings with individuals and groups of neighbors by County Staff;
5. Frequent, direct meetings with individuals and groups of neighbors by GCC;
6. Frequent meetings between GCC and HGCAP;
7. A significantly expanded public notification area; and
8. The Fort Lewis Mesa Planning District group is a commenting agency (see below).
Minimizing Impacts on Water Supply.
There are four areas of concern with respect to water supply for the project including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adequate water quantity for the project operation.
Adequate water quality for the project’s potable water needs.
Protection of groundwater sources with respect to quantity and quality.
Protection of surface water sources, which in this case would primarily involve stormwater runoff.

Item number 3 and 4 above are those which relate to the District’s goal to “minimize impacts on water
supply” and these items are addressed within this report, in detail (Sections IV above, and VII.D below).
Retaining Rural Atmosphere/Agricultural, Rural Community/Achieving Harmony with the Rural Landscape.
The only permanent structures proposed as part of this project are at the mine site, and within north CR 120.
These do not disrupt the rural landscape considering the topography surrounding the subject site secludes it
from the view shed, as well as minimizes noise, etc. These structures that are constructed are fairly neutral
and suitable to immediate surroundings. The roadway impacts, however, certainly without mitigation and
improvements, will result in evident disruption and adverse change to the rural landscape. Such proposed
impacts must be adequately mitigated to be considered in “harmony” with that landscape; and the rural
residential development pattern along north CR 120.
Therefore, it is with regard to this comprehensive planning goal that the County has carefully considered the
compatibility of the proposed impacts to the properties along North CR120, and arrived at the “lower” and
“upper limits” of traffic as recommended by the County (see Table 7 below).
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Consistency with the adopted La Plata County Comprehensive Plan
The adopted La Plata County Comprehensive Plan places an emphasis on compatibility and the role of the
district plans to help guide growth in the County, specifically “To uphold the visions and goals established
within each of the district land use plans” (Goal 3.2).
With respect to Extractive Resources, the goal is to balance the benefits of La Plata County’s resource
extraction industry with the need to minimize its impacts upon County residents and the physical environment.
More specifically:
 Promote responsible mineral development while minimizing potential impacts to the environment and
local residents (Goal 8.2)
 To protect the public health, safety and welfare of citizens while coordinating with mineral
developments projects; within the limitations of local government powers and resources (Objective
8.2.B)
 The County should continue to pursue appropriate use of instruments and methods which ensure
development contributes proportionately and concurrently with proposed projects (policy 8.2.B.1)
Here, responsible mineral development must achieve consistency, compatibility, and compliance as adopted
within the county’s long-range plan & land use code (cited within this report), and minimize real and potential
impacts to the environment and local residents. The County specified what those acceptable minimum actions
involve via roadway improvements consistent with the county’s code and other mitigation efforts.
In order to provide certainty, these items are measured proportionally and required within the application
(typically upon approval and prior to commencement of use; however in this case based on a phased
implementation plan/accepted agreement). An instrument used to accomplish this is the previously mentioned
RIA.
Although the District Plan and Comprehensive Plan are not criteria of the BOCC in their evaluation of land
use proposals, analysis of these criteria were a factor in the Planning Commission’s recommendation and
remains in the staff report for reference.
LPLUC Compatibility Standards
LPLUC Sec. 82-193(c) (2) requires six standards be evaluated as they relate to project compatibility.
Identification of the areas of compatibility impact has been informed by various public meetings (outlined
above) and public comment received throughout the planning process. A summary of the issues discussed at
the three county-facilitated Neighborhood Compatibility Meetings are included in Attachment 20 and public
comments are included as Attachments 24 through 39, 54 and 62 to 64. To address the subject of
compatibility, the applicant provided a document titled Compatibility Assessment and Mitigation dated July
31, 2015 (Attachment 55). They also provided a Compatibility Analysis of HGCAP Recommendations and
Compatibility Analysis of CR 120 N Recommendations in table format (Attachment 56 and 57 respectively).
Table 3 below summarizes these standards and the primary issues relevant to the proposed project that have
been identified from the aforementioned sources and staff analysis. Each of the issues relevant to the
proposed project is discussed in detail following Table 5 and within the applicable Compatibility section.
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Table 3. LPLUC and Proposed Project Compatibility Overview
Item
LPLUC Compatibility Standard
A

B

Traffic

Noise, odor, smoke, dust, vibration, radiation, or
late hours of operation.

Relevant Project Issues

Safety of CR 120 for the traveling public
Noise/vibration, late hours of operation, and
dust from truck traffic for the traveling public
in general (and in particular to the residents
who regularly share the 6.4-mile segment of
north CR 120 with proposed haul trucks)
Vibration from the mine operation

C

Adverse views for neighbors or traveling public

Direct roadway frontage to haul route

D

Pollution of ground or surface waters

Groundwater quality

E

Change in character of the neighborhood

F

Privacy of the neighbors

Harmony of rural residential landscape along
roadway
Privacy for residents with homes immediately
adjacent to the haul route

A. Traffic generated by the development will not create safety hazards, create traffic which is beyond the
capacity of affected roads, or result in substantial increases over existing traffic volumes, or which
results in the reduction of existing service levels.
Overview
The project produces a large volume/load of traffic that is beyond the capacity of the existing road. CR
120 North as it exists today has been used primarily by rural residential traffic, and in 2014 GCC traffic
had come to account for approximately 67% of the volume on the road and 99% of the loading by weight
on the affected portion of CR 120 (Traffic Impact Analysis, November 19, 2015).
To mitigate for this and provide for the safety of the traveling public, residents, and mine traffic, the route
proposed for use by haul trucks needs to be improved to minimum county standards. As per LPLUC 7491(c), design standards for such projects dictate:
1. Roads carrying 80-999 ADT (40 to 499 one-way trips) Local, 10 plus units require a surface width
of 24 feet plus 3-foot shoulders (total 30 feet) and have 60 feet of Right of Way
2. Roads with more than 400 ADT (200 one-way trips) need to be paved
3. Site distance must be provided and designed at all driveways and intersections as prescribed
4. Horizontal alignment must be provided as prescribed
The applicant proposes to achieve these minimum requirements via an executed RIA capturing the
improvements within a phased development schedule. Every scheduled improvement, therefore, with
such an executed agreement in conjunction with land use permit, creates an improved and safer condition
of the existing roadway from the existing condition; while achieving progressive compliance according to
an established schedule. Ultimate completion of this schedule of improvements achieves ultimate
compliance with the land use permit and correlates to the RIA. Initial improvements, while directly
improving the existing condition of the roadway, contemplates a lower level of permitted traffic impact;
and completion of all improvements attains the highest level of permitted traffic impact (see Table 6).
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Background and GCC’s Proposal
Through approximately 2010, GCC haul trucks traveled to both the north and the south. The north route is
the 6.4 mile segment subject to this permit review, as GCC selected this route. There are two routes to the
south – one which takes north CR 120 to meet SH 140 near Breen, and the other which takes south CR 116
to CR 119 to meet SH 140 near Kline.
In 2010, accident reports identify the potential for both ends of CR 120 to become blocked, which
produced the local fire district (Fort Lewis Mesa) expressing concern with such potential relative to heavy
traffic/loading upon both the north and south routes. This brought the overall increase of truck hauling
transport to the County’s attention, and led to the County notifying GCC of the need for a land use permit.
As part of a land use permit, GCC would need to improve any roads and intersections it used to county
standards. When GCC submitted their land use application in 2012, it identified north CR 120 as its
designated route. Table 4 shows the scale of improvements that would be needed with the various
transport options.
Table 4. Scale of Roadway Improvements for Three Transport Options
County
Approx. Miles of
State Highway
Transport Route
Road
Roadway
Intersections
Intersections

Driveways
(Site
Distance)

CR 120 N

7

0

1

20

CR 120 or 119 S

7-9

5

1

70

Loop Route

14 - 16

5

2

90

As the applicant chose the 6.4 mile segment of north CR 120 for their designated route,
extensive/compounded impacts to this section of roadway occurred primarily due to (1) rerouting of traffic
that had formerly gone to the south now going to the north and (2) increased production. Table 5 shows
how traffic patterns shifted as GCC increased its production and rerouted its traffic.
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Table 5. Change of Average Daily Trips (ADT)1 along CR 120N

Operating
Mine
Haul
Direction

2006

2007

King I

King I

N&S

N&S

2008
King 1
&2
N&S

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

King 2

King 2

King 2

King 2

King 2

King 2

N&S

N&S

Transition

North

North

North

Production2 487,808 470,170 392,348 504,231 523,413
Coal
Transport
ADT3,4
CR 119
at SH 1405

606,132

639,303 737,131 970,790

110

106

89

114

119

137

145

167

188

262

245

82

309

317

270

233

No
Count

245

CR 120 S
at SH 1405

456

557

162

426

454

426

437

No
Count

434

Total South

718

802

244

735

771

696

670

No
Count

679

CR 120 N
at SH 1405

572

697

652

559

681

727

814

No
Count

870

Total North
and South

1,290

1,499

896

1,294

1,452

1.423

1,484

No
Count

1,549

(1) ADT counts traffic in both directions. Thus, one vehicle/ truck = 2 ADT
(2) Annual production from CDRMS reporting
(3) Coal transport ADT is an estimate based on 28.5 tons/truck, 310 days of hauling/year.
(4) 1 ADT = 1 empty or 1 loaded truck. i.e. 1 loaded truck = 2 ADT
(5)La Plata County Traffic Data. The 2013 data indicated NC for No Count.

Truck Volumes
The schedule of improvements (Table 6) which allows for phased improvements associated with increased,
allowable traffic volume and loading along the applicant’s chosen haul route is necessary for compliance
(as well as consistency with the adopted La Plata County Comprehensive Plan as cited above).
The roadway identified by the applicant is compatible, compliant and consistent with the executed RIA
provided to the County prior to the Planning Commission April 2016 hearing; and along with several
additional items submitted by the applicant recently. These include a directly applicable buffering plan
with residential palate of sound, noise and dust mitigation (involving both fencing and vegetation);
Emergency Safety Response Plan, Maintenance of Traffic commitment for roadway improvements;
expanded paved area directly in front of frontage residences (first three phases); and safety improvements
(first three phases).
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Table 6. Summary of Proposed Road Improvement Phasing Schedule (see RIA, Exhibit A for full
details)

Year

Phase

Improvements

Avg Daily
Outgoing
Trucks 1

2016

1

Temporary Pavement beginning at 2541
through 3230 CR 120 (McCue and
Hunzeker, approx. 1 mile)

80

96

2016

1

Install noise and visual buffering with
McQue and Hunzeker agreement3

80

96

2017

2

Widening, Regrading and Paving from
2541 CR 120 (McCue) to King I (approx. 2
miles), and widen and regrade the Narrows
(0.5 mile)

80

96

2017

3

Re-Alignment, Construction, and Paving at
90 degree corner (approx. 1,500 feet)

80

96

Preparations of Phases 4 & 5
(ROW, Utility, Environmental,
Construction plans)

100

120

20182019

Max Trucks
on a Single
Day 2

2020

4

Reconstruction of existing pavement
section (approx. 2.6 miles), excluding 90
degree corner already completed

100

120

2021

5

Widening, Regrading, and Paving of Gravel
Portion (King I to King II, approx. 2 miles)

100

120

Phase 5 completed and accepted

120

144

2022
(1)
(2)
(3)

Based on monthly average, with Sundays excluded
Maximum Trucks based on 20% of single day allowance
Buffering remains available through the completion of phase 5

In the two weeks following the March 2nd and 3rd, 2016 Planning Commission hearing, and by direction of the
Planning Commission, the applicant has ultimately achieved consistency, compliance and compatibility, as
described earlier. The recently submitted, executed RIA by the applicant significantly reflects this, along with
additional items provided by the applicant (Attachment 51, previous version is Attachment 10).
As summarized in the background section above, in 2012 GCC initially proposed an operation that would
grow to produce approximately 120 haul trucks/day by year 2022. However, in July 2015, GCC revised its
proposal to include an average of 156 haul trucks/day. Based upon public comment and the character of the
area, staff is of the opinion that 156 average haul trucks/day on a public road shared with residential and
general traffic is incompatible with the standards outlined in LPLUC Sec. 82-193. The initially
communicated 120 average haul trucks remains the highest considerable threshold for achieving general
compatibility; considering all of the submitted and committed mitigation efforts and roadway improvements
(with this application). This upper limit is consistent with the applicant’s initial 2012 proposal, and Staff’s
recommendation dating as far back as the 2014 Planning Commission hearings and up to the most recent
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March 2nd and 3rd, 2016 Planning Commission hearings. With respect to public comments, the County’s
recommended upper limit of 120 haul trucks/day falls in the between the HGCAP recommendation for 144
trucks/day and the 100 trucks/day recommended by the residents of North CR 120.
An average of 80 (96 maximum) haul trucks/day is the initial recommended volume and loading during
phases 1, 2, and 3 of road improvements as identified within the recommended conditions of this staff report,
as well as the recently provided, executed RIA. The allowance for 80 trucks/day is based upon the level of
hauling in 2013 (average 84 trucks/day) when there was a general acceptance of truck traffic on the road. It
was not until truck traffic increased in 2014 (average110 trucks/day) that the volume of trucks was determined
to exceed what is considered compatible for the area as evident by significant public comment. This period at
the end of 2014 very clearly delineates a shift in the planning process. The volume of public comments and
level of engagement increased dramatically at that time, prompting GCC and the County to revisit the
proposal in its entirety. During staff engagement with the public in the autumn of 2014 and thereafter a
communicated sentiment from the public was that the prior year (2013) was acceptable. The objective of the
average 80 trucks/day is to return to the previously acceptable truck level before the shift occurred in the
planning process along with the introduction of significant mitigation measures and roadway improvements,
in order to achieve compatibility during the phased road improvements. The Planning Commission accepted
this level of compatibility during their evaluation of this project as well.
Furthermore, the lower average limit of 80 trucks/day is supported by the Public Works Director analysis of
CR 120 North and a determination that it can safely accommodate this lower level of traffic (Attachment 58).
County Road 120 is understood to be substandard, and until such time that it is improved consistent with the
schedule of phased road improvements there are varying degrees of road safety. This can be off-set by
reducing truck volumes (i.e. 80 trucks/day) and the host of mitigation measures to improve public safety.
GCC’s engineer, Mike Olson of Roadrunner Civil and Transportation Design Services reinforces the
determination that the road is safe based upon the mitigation measures and truck limits, as well as analysis of
accident records on CR 120 North (Attachment 67). With the implementation of the mitigation measures in
2014/2015 there has been a decline in accidents (zero in 2015) and therefore improved safety of the roadway.
Mike Olson states “based on this [accident] data, and construction phasing and truck limits outlined in the
Road Improvements Agreement (RIA), it is my opinion that CR 120 is safe, and will assure a reasonable
degree of public safety at the anticipated traffic volumes generated by the King II mine."
Three mitigation measures which significantly improve safety are the improvements to the 90 degree corner,
installation of flashing warning lights and safety signage, and reduced vehicle speeds. Recognizing that the 90
degree corner is a safety concern, in the autumn of 2015 GCC widened and repaved the corner at mile post 0.3
to improve the turning radius. To address safety concerns at Wiltse’s Barn and the Narrows where there is
limited line of sight; GCC has proposed to install signage to alert drivers of oncoming traffic (Attachment 59).
The four “vehicle approaching when flashing” signs will be motion activated and located at Wiltse’s Barn
(mile post 3.6 westbound and 4.1 eastbound) and the Narrows (mile post 5.6 westbound and 6.1 eastbound).
To ensure the reduced truck speeds of 25 mph on gravel and 35 mph on pavement are adhered to there are
several conditions of approval requiring the applicant to install speed radar signs in two locations (to be
identified by the Public Works Director); and to continue monthly random speed monitoring while reporting
results.
Having established the upper limit (120 trucks/day) and lower limit (80 trucks/day) of staff’s recommended
haul truck volumes, an average of 100 trucks/day is a logical middle point during implementation of the
phased road improvements. Upon completion of phases 1, 2, and 3 haul truck traffic will be allowed to
increase to this average 100 trucks/day until phases 4 and 5 are completed and accepted by the County.
To put these numbers in context, Table 7 shows the relative impact of volume on truck spacing. In particular,
2014 equivalent values are highlighted for reference. In practice, during its peak year to date of 2014, GCC
hauled 94 loaded trucks/day if averaged across 362 days. This equates to 110 loaded haul trucks/day if
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averaged across 310 haul days (which would be the case with hauling suspended on Sundays). With an
average volume of 110 loaded haul trucks/day leaving the facility (220 one-way trips), any point along the
transport route experiences a truck passing once every 5.5 minutes during the day and once every 11 minutes
at night, on average.
Table 7. Spacing of Transport Trucks, One-Way Trips, (in minutes)
Loaded
(2014)
60
80
100
120
140
156
Avg Day
110
One-Way Trips
(Empty or Loaded)

120

160

200

220

240

280

312

Daytime spacing1

10

7.5

6

5.5

5

4.3

3.8

Nighttime spacing2

20

15

12

11

10

8.6

7.7

(1) Day time spacing assumes 80% of daily traffic occurs over 16 hours from 6am to 10pm
(2) Night time spacing assumes 20% of daily traffic occurs over 8 hours from 10pm to 6am

Operational and Interim Mitigation Measures
In addition to the date specific road improvements and the respective upper (120 trucks/day) and lower
(80 trucks/day) truck volume limitations, GCC has proposed the following additional mitigation measures,
which are incorporated into the Conditions section of this report’s professional recommendation.
a. Temporary paving from 2541 (McQue) to 3230 CR 120 (Hunzeker) for an approximate 1-mile
stretch (Phase 1), to reduce dust, noise and improve road safety.
b. Concentration of permanent road improvements in 2017 to specifically address key areas of road
safety. Phases 2 and 3 include realignment of the 90 degree corner, widening and repaving 2
miles from the edge of existing pavement (McQue residence) to King I providing paving for three
residences and realignment by Wiltse’s Barn and other constrained areas. The area known as the
Narrows between King I and King II will be widened and regraded to improve line of sight and
safe travel.
c. Concurrent with Phase 1 road improvements, install an automated, flashing warning lights and
safety signage at locations known as the Narrows and Wiltse’s Barn to increase driver awareness
of truck traffic.
d. Hauling is suspended on Sundays to provide a day of respite for the residential uses along the
chosen haul route.
e. The maximum number of outgoing haul trucks in a single-day is not to exceed 20% above the
monthly average (e.g. 80*20% = 96, 100*20% = 120, 120*20% = 144). This creates a cap on the
degree to which truck traffic can peak on any given day.
f. To minimize night-time hauling and associated safety (and noise) impacts, a maximum of 20%
total haul trucks to run between 10 pm and 6 am the next morning. The recommended condition
breaks down specifically the limited number of trucks that can operate during this period.
g. To increase road safety and reduce dust, a speed limit for semi-trucks is 25 mph on gravel, 5
under posted limits on pavement (40 mph – 5 = 35 mph on pavement). GCC shall be responsible
for ensuring that all contracted truck hauling businesses and drivers are aware of and adhere to said
prohibition.
h. To increase road safety, coal hauling trucks are prohibited from stopping or parking within the rightof-way along County Road 120 or any other County road. Except in unforeseen circumstances or
cases of emergency, the installation or removal of tire chains is not permitted anywhere within the
County Road 120 right-of-way. GCC shall be responsible for ensuring that all contracted truck
hauling businesses and drivers are aware of and adhere to said prohibitions.
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i.

To increase road safety, GCC (the permittee) shall ensure that no trucks haul coal from the King II
Coal Mine anytime the permittee or the La Plata County Public Works Director, or his/her
designee, determines that road conditions are, or will be in the near future, substandard for any
reason such that continued coal hauling could create an unsafe condition for the traveling public;
the permittee may resume allowing trucks to continue hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine
only after the La Plata County Public Works Director, or his/her designee, verifies orally or in
writing that it is safe to resume hauling operations.
j. GCC shall require all coal haul trucks and trailers to have easily identifiable vehicle numbers to aid in
reporting truck issues. GCC shall have a direct dial phone number (currently 970-247-7934) for the
public to relay such information to GCC. GCC shall keep a log of truck transports and reports of
truck issues for the purposes of addressing unsafe driving behavior. GCC shall be responsible for
ensuring that all contracted truck hauling businesses and drivers are aware of and adhere to said
condition. Upon receipt of a complaint, GCC shall investigate and take action to remedy any unsafe
driving behavior.
k. Should GCC seek increased transportation of coal trucks beyond the maximum number per day on
CR 120, GCC shall apply for a major amendment to this class II land use permit in accordance
with the standards and process dictated by the applicable provisions of the La Plata County Code
(LPLUC Sec. 82-1, 82-15 and Chapter 82 Subcategory V, Sec. 82-191 to 193);
Public comments have expressed concern with the ultimate alignment of CR 120 once improved. While
final road designs are not known at this juncture, this is a trade-off in order to move forward with a land
use permit in which the County has greater regulatory oversight of GCC. Recognizing the conceptual
nature of the current road design, while being responsive to public comments, comments from Mark
Schultz et at (RIA – Road Engineering Requirements to CR 120 Improvements dated March 25, 2016,
Attachment 62) have been incorporated into a condition of approval. The objective is to ensure that the
Phase 2 road improvements result in an alignment that is not closer to existing residences and to the extent
practicable be aligned the farthest distance to the south to improve buffering and line of sight at the
intersection of Robert’s Ridge Drive and CR 120.
A recently introduced mitigation measure is the applicant’s proposal to organize coal trucks in batches or
convoys. The concept includes limiting trucks in batches of three to allow longer periods of time in which
users or residents of CR 120 north would experience no trucks traveling along the road. For example,
trucks grouped in a batch of three, results in an average increased “gap time” between trucks from
approximately 7.2 minutes to approximately 21.6 minutes (Attachment 60). This approach appears to
reduce impacts for surrounding properties; however, it has the potential to introduce new safety issues and
at this time has not been received favorably by the public. A detailed proposal would need to address, at a
minimum, stacking of residential traffic behind the convoys, requirements by CDOT for feeding of trucks
on to the state highway, and plans for any staging areas needed. Any staging areas would be subject to a
separate Class II land use permit application, and at that time the concept of truck batching can be
considered.
To ensure compliance, GCC shall keep a log of all trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine
including the date and time each truck hauling coal leaves the King II Coal Mine, and GCC shall by the
fifth day of each month post on a publicly-accessible website maintained by GCC the following
information from the previous month: the number of trucks hauling coal that left the King II Coal Mine
on each calendar day; the number of trucks hauling coal that left the King II Coal Mine between 10:00 pm
and 11:59 pm each calendar day; and the number of trucks hauling coal that left the King II Coal Mine
between 12:01 am and 6:00 am on each calendar day. Should the County need to independently verify the
truck numbers, the County may elect to install automated traffic counters at the mine access driveway
within the county road right-of-way. Such measuring device shall be specified by the Director of Public
Works (LPLUC Chapter 82 Subcategory V, Sec. 82-191 to 193).
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B. Any one of the following will not disturb neighbors: noise, odor, smoke, dust, vibration, glare, radiation
or late hours of operation.
Overview
Potential issues identified and evaluated related to this compatibility standard are listed below and
discussed in more detail in the subsequent subsections.
Those from onsite mining activities
1. Vibration
2. Subsidence
Those related to haul truck traffic on north CR 120
1. Noise/Vibration
2. Dust
3. Late Hours of Operation
Odor, smoke, glare, and radiation have not been identified as significant issues and therefore not
addressed within this report.
Noise/Vibration Associated with Underground Mine Activities
Relevant reports provided by GCC included within the CDS Analytical Data Submittal include:
1. Ground Motion Studies, Matheson Mining Consultants, January 16, 2013
2. Underground Miner Ground Motion Study Report, Matheson Mining Consultants, December 1131, 2014
The County engaged a third-party consultant to analyze noise and vibration: Review of Noise and
Vibrations from CR120 Truck Traffic and Mining Operations at the GCC Energy King II Coal Mine, Dr.
Catherine Aimone-Martin, Aimone-Martin Associates, September 7, 2015 (Attachment 12).
GCC’s investigation into vibration was in response to residents of the Vista del Oro subdivision. Two
sources of potential ground vibration were identified - a ventilation fan at the mine portal and the
continuous miner machine within the mine. Prior to testing, GCC constructed a concrete sound wall
surrounding the ventilation fan as a pre-emptive mitigation measure.
GCC did not perform a comprehensive impact assessment, but rather collected data in response to the
complaints. There were a total of five test sites, one next to the mine fan, two next to the mine processing
operations on the surface, two at residences off-site. The residences were 7,000 feet from the ventilation
fan and 9,700 feet from the underground miner. Data results showed no detectable ground motion near
residential test location and “low level” ground motion levels within 100 feet of the mine fan.
The County’s consultant, Aimone-Martin Associates, indicated that the peak vibration at the residences
was approximately eight times lower than the threshold for human perception (0.03inches/second) and
approximately fourteen times lower than vibrations which could cause hairline cracking in historic plaster
walls (minimal).
In response to continued resident comment, GCC then took measurements on the ground surface directly
above the continuous miner equipment – approximately 300 feet above the continuous miner. No induced
vibrations were recorded. Aimone-Martin Associates indicated that in her experience vibrations drop
below that detectable by human perception within 25 feet of this type of equipment.
Based on this information, it was accepted that mine operation vibrations do not pose a significant impact
from the proposed project, and therefore do not require further mitigation.
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Subsidence Associated with Underground Mine Activities
Residents expressed concern about subsidence due to mining activities. Subsidence is regulated by
CDRMS whose regulations do not allow surface mining within 300 feet of an occupied dwelling
(CDRMS 2 CCR 407-2, Rule 2.03.7 and Rule 2.07.6(2)(d)(v)). Although this Rule refers to surface
mining, is the County’s understanding that it is applied to subsidence affects in general, and further
refined with respect to the angel of draw in CDRMS “Mitigation of the Impacts of Mining Operations”
Rule 2.05.6 et seq. For added assurance, GCC has and agreed to a condition of approval that no mining
activity shall occur within 600 feet measured horizontally of an occupied dwelling. Maintaining the
sequential list of mitigation measures from above the condition reads:
k. Mining activity shall not occur within 600 feet measured horizontally of an occupied dwelling,
without an express written waiver by the owner of the affected dwelling.
Although double the CDRMS distance of 300’ (600’ measured horizontally), this is well below the 1,000
foot distance recommended by the HGCAP in their July 8, 2015 Report. Therefore, GCC has agreed to
apply the CDRMS subsidence survey, monitoring and control plan requirements applicable to dwellings
within 300 feet of mining to a distance of 1,000 feet. This significantly increases the monitoring area and
provides quantifiable and objective data to address concerns with subsidence based upon CDRMS
regulations (Rule 2.05.6[6]). GCC has agreed to the following (maintaining the sequential list of
mitigation measures from above):
l.

The permittee shall not conduct mining activity within 600 feet measured horizontally of a
dwelling without an expressed waiver in writing executed by the dwelling owner.

m. If mining activities occurs or is anticipated to occur within 1,000 feet measured horizontally of a
dwelling, the permittee shall include in its subsidence monitoring program prepared and
undertaken pursuant to Rule 2.05.06(6)(c) of the Regulations of the Colorado Mined Land
Reclamation Board for Coal Mining at a minimum all dwellings within 1,000 feet measured
horizontally of the mining activities.
n. The permittee shall, between the first and the fifteenth day of each January, April, July, and
October, measure the static groundwater level in the wells identified within Colorado Division
Reclamation and Mining Safety Technical Revision-26 or as amended, and the permittee shall
within ten days of measuring the static groundwater post the results on a publicly-accessible
website maintained by the permittee.
The establishment of subsidence surveys and monitoring before mining and annually will be valuable data
to determine any potential impacts. This can be used in conjunction groundwater monitoring data as
recommended by the County’s noise and vibration consultant, Aimone-Martin Associates. The consultant
noted that subsidence is easily measured with mine personnel and survey equipment via either (1) a total
survey station where x,y,z ground surface positioning is measured on regular intervals or (2) existing
groundwater monitoring wells where a sudden drop in water level may indicate subsidence.
GCC is effectively providing both forms of subsidence measurements. The second form occurs via
CDRMS required groundwater monitoring well locations for water quality and hydrologic regulations as
evident in TR-26. GCC has agreed to a condition of approval requiring quarterly subsidence monitoring
via recordation of groundwater levels and posting of this data on their website. The results of the
subsidence surveys for a specific dwelling will be provided directly to the owner of the dwelling and not
be posted on the website.
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Noise Associated with Truck Traffic on CR 120N
Relevant reports provided by GCC include:
1. Noise Assessment King II Coal Mine, Engineering Dynamics Inc, November 2013
2. King II Coal Mine Haul Truck Noise Assessment, Wave Engineering, January 4, 2016
(Attachment 13) Appendices A-F (Attachment 14)
3. King II Coal Mine – Haul Truck Study – Supplemental Report #1 & Rebuttal Wave #1365,
Wave Engineering, May 13, 2016 (Attachment 68)
Aimone-Martin Associates, engaged by the County to analyze noise and vibration, provided the following
reports:
1. Review of Noise and Vibrations from CR120 Truck Traffic and Mining Operations at the GCC
Energy King II Coal Mine, Dr. Catherine Aimone-Martin, September 7, 2015 (Attachment 12)
2. Letter, Dr. Catherine Aimone-Martin, January 15, 2016 (Attachment 15)
Noise as quality of life measurement is a primary area in which there are compatibility concerns expressed
and identified.
The scope of GCC’s original noise evaluations was largely limited to assessing noise levels and
comparing those to existing noise standards. Data was collected at the onsite mine ventilation fan, at
seven residences, and at the intersection of CR 120 and the mine driveway access. The data collection
effort did not evaluate noise as a compatibility issue or provide mitigation measures and had several
technical limitations. Upon review of this data, Aimone-Martin Associates provided a set of parameters
for a second study (Attachments 12 & 15).
GCC engaged Wave Engineering to conduct the second study (Attachments 13 & 14). Wave Engineering
took short-term measurements at eight locations and long-term measurements (2 consecutive days, to
capture background conditions) at four locations. The following items from Wave Engineering’s report,
King II Coal Mine Noise Assessment, dated January 4, 2016 is noted:
1. Measurements were taken at approximately 50’ from CR 120 centerline and at a second location
near residences
2. Baseline noise at residences is well below noise from traffic, with the highest background value
being recorded at 10 dBC, due to wind gusts exceeding 10 mph
3. As expected, travel uphill and with a loaded haul truck, increased noise considerably
4. The speed at which trucks travel has a significant effect on noise – approximately 8 dBA
increase between 12 and 22 mph. During the study, trucks slowed to 10 mph on gravel road
portions in the vicinity of residences
5. Haul trucks traveling at 10mph on flat portions of the road did not have an alternative effect
6. All haul trucks measured had noise levels below 86 dBA, a cited limit established by the State of
Colorado
Wave Engineering evaluated the potential effectiveness of noise barriers using a model that assumed a 12foot high wall and a break for a driveway (which greatly decreases barrier effectiveness) and made
conclusions as summarized below.
1. At the Hunzeker residence, a barrier could reduce sound from the road by approximately 6 dBA
2. At the McCue residence, a barrier could reduce sound from the road by approximately 10 dBA
3. At the three residences north of the barrier along the steep hill, there is already some screening
by topography and partly due to this, no increase in benefit is shown to occur with a barrier
4. Barriers may be constructed of wood, concrete, brick, masonry, or other materials.
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5. Barriers may have sound-absorbing surfaces if reflection of sound across the road to another
residence is a concern
6. The barrier must block line-of-sight from the road to be effective. If one can look out from a
point on their home and see the road, the barrier has limited effectiveness
7. Breaks in the barrier (for access) reduce its effectiveness, especially when the residence is near
the break. Effectiveness increases as the separation between the home and the break increases.
8. Factors that make barriers more effective are length, height, distance from the road
9. Barriers are most effective when they are close to the road or to the residence. Placing barriers
outside of drainage ditches, while understandable, decreases their effectiveness and requires
them have less effect, unless constructed higher.
The applicant recently provided a bone fide buffering plan for site specific conditions at 2541 and 3230
CR 120 (Attachment 61), which provided a definitive commitment from their previous expression to
directly address this mitigation measure (Attachment 21). Buffering measures provided include sound
walls, landscaping, and berming as the respective condition provides to directly address and achieve
compatibility. Impacts directly mitigated with this plan include noise, traffic, dust, unsightly views and
other negative impacts which are perceptible by adjoining land uses along north County Road 120
between State Highway 140 and the project site (LPLUC Sec. 82-165[a]). The noise and visual buffering
plan in the two identified, key locations will be implemented by the applicant at the discretion of the
respective landowners; and will be available for implementation from the time of approval of this project
up until the completion of phase 5 road improvements. This gives the landowners an opportunity to dictate
when, where, and what buffering improvements are made. Consistent with all landscape improvements,
the buffering measures will require bonding prior to construction through a Development Improvement
Agreement (DIA) pursuant to LPLUC Sec. 82-21 to 25; and landscape improvement surety as per LPLUC
Sec. 82-165.
In addition to buffering and screening, which have the potential to mitigate certain impacts for those
directly adjacent to the road, the following mitigation efforts would also be necessary for all residents
along the road and within the rural neighborhood along the roadway (maintaining the sequential list of
mitigation measures from above):
o. At any time prior to the completion of Phase 5 road improvements, GCC (the permittee) shall,
at the permittee’s expense and the property owners consent, install buffering improvements in
the vicinity of the dwelling units located on parcels # 565728400074 and 565728300145
pursuant to a buffering plan approved by the La Plata County Community Development
Director and signed and sealed by either a professional engineer and/or landscape architect;
buffering improvements constructed by the permittee shall be bonded prior to construction
through La Plata County’s standardized development improvement agreement; the permittee
shall warranty any landscaped improvements through the development improvement agreement
to ensure establishment of vegetation (LPLUC Chapter 82 Subcategory V, Sec. 82-191 to 193;
Sec. 82-21 to 25; 82-165).
p. At any time prior to the completion of Phase 5 road improvements, the permittee shall
reimburse La Plata County up to $5,000 for expenses incurred hiring a consultant to determine
the adequacy and efficacy of any buffering plan and/or installation required as part of this class
II land use permit (LPLUC Chapter 82 Subcategory V, Sec. 82-191 to 193).
q. Haul trucks to travel at no greater than 10 mph or as determined by the County Engineer on
gravel portions of the road within 200 feet of residential structures, unless the La Plata County
Public Works Director authorizes a faster speed in writing. (Reflected in Wave Eng sound
measurement)
r. Sound measurements at 50 feet from the edge of north County Road 120 between State
Highway 140 and King II Coal Mine attributed to trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal
Mine shall not exceed 86 A-weighted decibels (dba) at any time.
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s.

All haul trucks to be equipped with exhaust silencers/mufflers in good working condition. Note
that Wave reports engine and transmission noise is the most significant source of noise at
speeds of less than approximately 30 mph. At some point above 35 mph, tire noise begins to
exceed engine noise.
t. Rumble strips shall not be installed on newly paved sections of CR 120.
u. Limiting night hauling to no more than 20% of total daily volume of is an important
consideration for compatibility to the rural residential population in the area.
Dust Associated with Truck Traffic on CR 120N
Relevant reports include:
- McVehil-Monnett Report on air quality dated December 15, 2015 (Attachment 30)
- Trinity Consultants’ January 29, 2016 Response (Attachment 17) to public comment McVehilMonnett Dec. 15th 2015 analysis
- McVehil-Monnett March 14, 2016 Response (Attachment 52) to Trinity Consultants’ January 29,
2016 Review of McVehil Monnett’s December 15, 2015 analysis
- Trinity Consultants’ May 13, 2016 Supplement #1 to the Air Quality Analysis for Traffic on the
La Plata County Road 120 and Response to McVehil-Monnett Associates, Inc. (MMA) letter
dated March 14, 2016 (Attachment 69)
Dust is a concern in two areas (1) in the mine and (2) along the applicant’s chosen haul route. GCC
manages dust in the mine by rigorous application of water (as mentioned earlier). Dust within the mine is
regulated by other agencies, due to its potential impact upon employees; and no offsite impacts from the
mining operation itself have been identified. The GCC parking areas are reported to be treated with a dust
retardant, such as Mag-Chloride. Based on La Plata County Land Use Code, the parking area is required
to be paved or a similar all weather surface treatment.
Dust on the haul route is of greater concern and the ultimate dust mitigation is pavement of the road;
which will be completed as per the RIA. Accordingly, the applicant has agreed to initially pave 1 mile
from 2541 and 3230 CR 120 (directly along two roadway fronting residences) commencing in June 2016,
in order to mitigate dust (Phase 1 of the RIA). In the meantime, the county has worked with the applicant
to implement a daily watering schedule during dryer periods. The requirement for watering up to 4 times
a day or more as needed is captured as a recommended condition of approval.
Additionally, staff has explored ways to monitor dust and found that, based on wind and weather
conditions, this is complex to execute. Therefore, it is proposed that dust be monitored based on simple
visual observation. Visual observation, known as opacity, is a recognized method of monitoring by the
Colorado Department of Health and Environment (CDPHE), Air Quality Control Commission, Regulation
No. 1. CDPHE also recommends measures such as watering, paving, reduced speeds, and covering of
loads, all of which are incorporated mitigation measures as part of this land use permit. Additional
mitigation could include requiring that the applicant provide a sampling & monitoring plan, as outlined (in
Trinity Consultants’ January 29, 2016 and May 13, 2016 reports for consideration by the County). In
summary, the following are mitigation measures to address dust (maintaining the sequential list of
mitigation measures from above):
v. Temporary paving of approx. 1 mile from 2541 to 3230 CR 120 to occur by June 2016 (phase
1)
w. Until such time the entirety of north County Road 120 between State Highway 140 and the King
II Coal Mine is paved, GCC (the permittee) shall treat un-paved sections of north County Road
120 with dust retardant such as water and/or magnesium chloride as determined by the La Plata
County Public Works Director.
x. Until such time that the entirety of north County Road 120 between State Highway 140 and the
King II Coal Mine is paved, GCC (the permittee) shall ensure trucks hauling coal from King II
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Coal Mine do not cause dust that rises any higher than a coal truck’s wheels to be visually
observed by the permittee, La Plata County, or the public.
y. GCC (the permittee) shall ensure that all coal trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine
cover their loads prior to leaving the mine site.
Late Hours of Hauling Operations on north CR 120
The mine operates 24 hours a day with three shifts a day. As the mine is secluded by topography,
however, late mining hours are not anticipated to create disturbances.
In contrast GCC indicates that 80% of truck hauling occurs during the day, and limiting night hauling is
an important consideration for compatibility to the rural residential population in the area. Not allowing
night hauling is an option but not one incorporated into the conditions of approval. Night hauling can be
particularly disruptive as the background noise is much less and quiet to allow for sleep as a documented
quality of life issue. No hauling at night, however, increases, the demand for hauling during the day and
therefore at this point nighttime hauling has not been put forward. Instead GCC offered limiting 80% of
hauling between 6 am and 10pm and truck speed limits as identified in the list of mitigation measures
above.
C. The development will not create adverse or unsightly views for neighbors and/or the traveling public.
The mining facility is located approximately 1,000’ up a drainage area to Hay Gulch, and not visible from
CR 120 nor adjacent properties. The facility is not anticipated to cause adverse or unsightly views. Truck
hauling, while disruptive in a number of ways has not been identified as a negative impact from properties
with homes further from the roadway, specifically relative to views.
Also, see discussion regarding buffering on Page 27 above with respect to visual impact of truck traffic.
D. The development will not cause pollution of ground or surface waters.
Relevant reports provided by GCC within the CDS Analytical Data Submittal, May 8, 2014 (prepared for
a multi-agency request) includes:
1. CDS Environmental Services, Well Testing Results, May-November 2013
2. Norwest Corporation Hydro Study, February 11, 2014
3. Resource Hydrogeologic Services, Water Balance Study, May 8, 2014 (with Executive
Summary added July 20, 2015)
Additionally, GCC submitted the following documents related to groundwater hydrology, which are
understood also to respond to CDRMS, Office of Surface Mining, and the Bureau of Land Management
concerns’ and requirements’:
1. Review of Annual Hydrology Report, CDS Environmental Services, December 22, 2014
(Attachment 22)
2. A Preliminary Hydrologic Monitoring Plan, Resource Hydrologic Services, July 30, 2015
(Attachment 16)
3. Hydrologic Study, Resource Hydrologic Services, January 31, 2016 (Attachment 19)
Ultimately, because CDRMS regulations expressly address groundwater hydrology and water quality for
coal mining, the County continues to refer to the State for regulation of GCC’s groundwater impacts, and
a summary of the status of this is provided below.
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In its 2014 submittals prepared for multi-agency review, GCC asserted (1) well sampling did not show the
presence of analytes related to coal mining; (2) thee hydrologic conditions in the vicinity of the mine do
not allow for fluid transport from the mine to neighboring wells; and (3) water balance calculations
indicate approximately 98% of the 30 AF of water applied within the mine exits within the mine via wet
coal (58%) or evaporation (40%). The presence of coal fines in neighboring wells was identified as due to
well construction techniques through a coal seam.
These conclusions were questioned by agencies and the public based on the limited number of analytes
covered by the well sampling; assumption that the coal seam was dry; and assumption that there is a lack
of connectivity between formations. The lack of supporting data for GCC’s assertions is being addressed
by CDRMS in a technical revision (TR-26) to the state mining permit. The application for TR-26 was
submitted by GCC on October 22, 2015 including the above referenced studies. CDRMS determined the
application to complete on October 29, 2015. The scope has broadened and number of technical studies
increased since the original application as evident in the March 25, 2016 Technical Revision #26 –
Adequacy Review #1 Response by GCC to CDRMS (Attachment 53).
The TR-26 submittals by GCC and reviews by CDRMS indicate that GCC will establish four groundwater
monitoring locations with three wells at each location. The clusters of wells will consist of one hole
drilled in the Menefee formation to just above the “A” coal seam, one will be drilled into the “A” coal
seam, and one drilled to below the “A” seam to a depth just above the “B” coal seam. The monitoring
program will collect data for a full set of analytes upstream and downstream of the mine site. Because
these are to be installed 9-10 years after the commencement of operations, true baseline conditions (prior
to onset of monitoring) will, unfortunately, not be able to be established. Never the less this is a
comprehensive monitoring plan and CDRMS’s approval and implementation is incorporated into this
Class II Land Use Permit. Accordingly, a condition of approval requires GCC to document CDRMS
approval of the monitoring plan by September 30, 2016, along with monthly reporting of the water quality
monitoring results.
E. The development will not adversely change the character of the neighborhood.
The applicant’s narrative indicates mining operations have existed in the area since 1941 with the first
federal coal lease occurring on land, underlying Huntington Ranch. While mining may be an established
use in Hay Gulch, considerable increased intensity of the use over time, and significantly since the
applicant submitted a land use permit for consideration, demands appropriate mitigation and progressive
improvements to affected facilities in order to maintain effective harmony within the area.
Mitigating impacts between uses is a parochial consideration within this land use permit. Therefore,
compatibility has been expressed and considered thoroughly throughout this report as submitted by the
applicant as well as captured within the professionally recommended conditions of approval.
F. The development will not significantly disturb the privacy of neighbors.
The applicant’s surface operations upon their subject site are not anticipated to produce outstanding
disturbances based on the information provide and analyzed to date. However, off-site operations and
activities directly associated with heavy haul truck traffic do evidently produce significant impacts which
must be addressed and mitigated. These issues are clearly articulated throughout this staff report as
submitted by the applicant as well as captured within the professionally recommended conditions of
approval.
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VIII. ADJACENT LAND OWNER AND MINERAL OWNER NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE
Notification for this project included neighbors within 500’of the subject property in addition to neighbors
along CR 120 east, CR 120 west, CR 116, and CR 119.
This list was used to provide notification of the proposed project on July 11, 2012 at the time of submittal,
prior to the first Neighborhood Compatibility Meeting (NCM) on September 11, 2012, prior to the second
NCM on December 19, 2013, the third NCM on April 2 2014, prior to the November and December 2104
Planning Commission hearings, the October 8, 2015 hearing in which the project was continued date specific,
and again on February 9, 2016 prior to the February 25, 2016 Planning Commission meeting. Since the
project was continued date specific to March 2nd, 3rd, and April 14, 2016 additional postcard notification was
not required. Additional public notice occurred on May 17, 2016 as part of the May 31, 2016 BOCC hearing.
The BOCC also conducted a site visit of the King II mine and surrounding County Roads on May 18, 2016,
which was noticed accordingly. The itinerary, maps and buffering plans used during this site visit are
included as Attachment 70.
Notice to the general public was provided by publication of the hearing agenda in the Durango Herald on
April 1, 2016. The list of noticed neighbors and a copy of the mailed Planning Commission hearing notice are
included as Attachment 23. The applicant has certified there are no mineral owners/lessees registered with the
County within 500’ of the subject property.
There has been broad public engagement (as previously identified) regarding this project since its initial
submittal in July 2012.
Public comments, in chronological order, which the County has received (Attachment 24):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Tim Gallagher, on behalf of the Vista de Oro Property Owners’ Association, on October 30, 2014
JT Coyne October 30, 2014
Paul Schmitz October 30, 2014
Melissa Hovsepian November 3, 2014
Mark and Angela Schultz December 2, 2014
Chad Foutz December 3, 2014
Jean Graham et al November 8, 2014
Greg & Kathy Darling December 7, 2014
Frank & Julie McCue December 8, 2014
Gary Grantham December 8, 2014
Derek Snyder December 9, 2014
Chuck Eckenrode & Gail Lovell December 12, 2014
Paula Mathias & Ed Slater December 15, 2014
Karen Hunzeker December 9, 2014
Gary Grantham December 29, 2014
Jean Graham January 16, 2015
Help Save Hay Gulch Talking Points January 22, 2015
Shan Wells January 28, 2015
Jean Graham et al reply to January 27, 2015 with GCC meeting February 17, 2015
Tim Gallagher, on behalf of the Vista de Oro Property Owners’ Association, to BLM and DRMS on
February 3 and 4, 2015
Chris Nobes February 19, 2015
Hay Gulch Residents’ Issues & Recommendation (G. Grantham email) March 2, 2015
Jean Graham March 22, 2015
Jean Graham April 9, 2015
Jean Graham Final Road Report April 21, 2015
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26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Paul Haul August 21, 2015
Luke Danielson October 8, 2015
Joe & Becky Sparks December 29, 2015
Julie & Frank McQue January 5, 2016
Mark Schultz & Reid Allan received January 19, 2016
Tom Compton January 23, 2016
Marilyn Zion Jan 24, 2016
Vista de Oro, Tim Gallagher, January 24, 2016
Timothy Pow January 25, 2016
Rick Crawford January 26, 2016
Helmer January 26, 2016
Chris Nobes January 26, 2016
Group letter signed by 10 residents January 26, 2016
Debbie Lee January 26, 2016
Rita Bright January 26, 2016
Davin Montoya January 27, 2016
Michael Anziano January 28, 2016
Don and Rita Bright January 28, 2016
Andrew de Jong January 28, 2016
Terry and Jeff Burton January 28, 2016
Justin Mills January 28, 2016
Loretta Paulek Lee Swapp January 28, 2016
Hayes Ranch & Beals January 28, 2016
Burbey January 29, 2016
Bob Parks January 29, 2016
Guy Stees January 29, 2016
Susan Poulson February 2016
Jennifer Kowalski February 8, 2016
Glenn Dorrell February 8, 2016
Patrick Hauser February 8, 2016
Bob Geisler February 8, 2016
Gary Grantham February 8, 2016
SW CO Advocates February 8, 2016
Wade Wymore February 9, 2016
Doug Ramsey February 16, 2016

Additional public comments, received after the February 25, 2016 PC hearing up to March 31, 2016 when
the staff report was completed for the April 14, 2016 PC hearing (Attachment 54):
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Don McGovern January 31, 2016, received February 23, 2016
Michael G McFarland February 6, 2016, received February 23, 2016
Chantel Hopkins February 8, 2016, received February 23, 2016
Jared Wall February 18, 2016
Jerry Day March 1, 2016
Monte Miller March 2, 2016
Randy and Nancy Linscott January 16, 2016, received March 2, 2016
Gregory Stelz March 1, 2016
Wm J Peters March 2, 2016
Savannah Baird March 2, 2016
James Sims March 3, 2016
John Martin March 3, 2016
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Additional public comment letters received since March 31, 2016 include (Attachment 71):
73. Gary Grantham April 13, 2016
74. Julie McQue April 22, 2016
75. Tim Gallagher April 24, 2016
76. Paula Mathias May 12, 2016
77. Julie McQue May 14, 2016
Group Public Comment letters and/or a compilation of comments are:
 Concerned Citizens of Hay Gulch April 8, 2015 (Attachment 25)
 Hay Gulch Citizen Advisory Panel Report July 8, 2015 (Attachment 26)
 Grantham et al, Response to Compatibility Assessment and Mitigation Document, and Alternate
Approach to King II Traffic July 13, 2015, updated August 28, 2015 (Attachment 27)
 Alternative Approach to King Coal II Truck Traffic (J Graham et al) October 8, 2015 (Attachment 28)
 RIA – Road Engineering Requirements to CR 120 Improvements Mark Schultz et al letter dated March
25, 2016 (Attachment 62)
Luke Danielson and/or SW CO Advocates letters and consultant reports:
1. Luke Danielson December 15, 2015 re: Traffic, E. Strid Mine Engineers (Attachment 29)
2. Luke Danielson December 16, 2015 re: McVehil-Monnett Air Quality Report (Attachment 30)
3. SW CO Advocates December 19, 2015 re: Randolph Fischer Water (Attachment 31)
4. Luke Danielson December 28, 2015 re: Request for Noise Monitoring Report (Attachment 32)
5. Luke Danielson January 7, 2016 re: Request for info (Attachment 33)
6. Luke Danielson January 15, 2016 re: LSC Traffic Memo (Attachment 34)
7. Luke Danielson January 19, 2016 re: Carl Mount GCC Production Rates (Attachment 35)
8. Luke Danielson January 25, 2016 re: Sharing of information (Attachment 36)
9. Luke Danielson January 29, 2016 re: McVehil-Monnett Air Quality Supplement (Attachment 37)
10. Luke Danielson February 8, 2016 re: Summary of comments (Attachment 38)
11. SW CO Advocates February 8, 2016 re: Summary of N 120 Comments (Attachment 39)
12. Luke Danielson March 11, 2016 re: Comments on RIA (Attachment 63)
13. SW CO Advocates March 14, 2016 re: GCC Additional Mitigation Measures (Attachment 64)
14. SW CO Advocates March 30, 2016 re: Project #2012-0089, GCC Energy King II Coal Mine Class II ,
Continuance (Attachment 65)
15. Luke Danielson and SW CO Advocates April 8, 2016 letter Re: Additional Comments and LSC Report
dated April 7, 2016 (Attachment 72)
16. Luke Danielson May 10, 2016 letter re: Braslau Associates Noise Study (Attachment 73)
17. Luke Danielson May 10, 2016 letter re: Carl Mount Solid Waste and Water Pollution (Attachment 74)
18. SW CO Advocates May 11 & 13, 2016 letters re: Itinerary for May 18, 2016 site visit (Attachment 75)
IX. AGENCY COMMENTS
Agency request for comments were mailed on January 29, 2014, with an invitation for revised comments sent
on December 29, 2015.
1. Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety
Submitted the following comments in an email dated August 6, 2012:
“The Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety has reviewed the Agency Request for Comment, with the
attached Narrative and Site Plan for this project. Thank you for soliciting our input. The Division has no
comments to make regarding GCC Energy’s proposed plans for expansion of the King II Coal Mine.”
Marcia Talvitie
2. CDOT
Submitted the following comments in an email dated August 31, 2015:
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CDOT has reviewed GCC's Class II proposal to La Plata County and has the following comments:
1. The State Highway Access Permit for this facility (#513005), while not yet completed, remains in
effect until July 2016. The Terms & Conditions remain as stated in the permit (copy attached for
your convenience).
2. In April 2015, the Permittee obtained an interim Notice to Proceed for tree-trimming and signing to
provide a safer interim condition while production at the mine ramps up to its full capacity which
will require the highway improvements stated in the Access Permit.
3. The Permittee advises CDOT that the highway improvements required by the Access Permit (leftand right-turn deceleration lanes from SH 140 onto CR 120) are scheduled for completion in 2016.
4. The Permittee has submitted preliminary construction plans for the highway improvements, and will
still need to submit the remaining requirements for a Notice to Proceed prior to beginning
construction.
5. The Class II proposal does not appear to change any of the conditions addressed by the State
Highway Access Permit; therefore, CDOT has no objections to this proposal.
6. CDOT would like there to be a requirement for a luminaire at the intersection of SH 140 and CR
120.”
- Jo Heinlein
3. Colorado Geologic Survey
Submitted revised comments in a letter dated August 21, 2015 (Attachment 40)
Staff comment: Geotechnical issues will be regulated through the Building Permit process.
4. Division of Water Resources - State Engineer
Submitted comments in a letter dated August 7, 2012 (Attachment 41)
5. Fort Lewis Mesa Fire Protection District
Submitted comments in a letter dated January 15, 2016 (Attachment 42)
6. Fort Lewis Mesa Planning District
Submitted comments in a letter dated September 9, 2016 (Attachment 43)
7. La Plata County Building Dept.
Submitted the following comments in an email dated July 27, 2012:
“In reference to GCC Energy King Coal II Mine Class II. All new construction shall meet 2003 IBC and
be done by a licensed design professional with a code analysis.” Carter Anderson
8. La Plata County Public Works Dept.
Submitted a series of comments, the most recent of which is dated December 10, 2015, August 20, 2014
and July 14, 2014 (combined into one Attachment 44) and the following updated comments a subsequent
email dated October 22, 2014:
“Public Works/Engineering has reviewed the attached letter amendment [to allow truck traffic to travel
south of CR 120] from Roadrunner DS, LLC, dated October 15th, 2014, to the GCC Energy, King II
Traffic Impact Assessment dated June 10, 2014 and are in agreement with the findings and assumptions.
We therefore approve the attached amendment as submitted. Let me know if you have any questions or
require additional information.” Jim Davis
And subsequent email received November 25, 2014:
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“I am fine with the amendment to the Traffic Impact Analysis Roadrunner submitted [November 14, 2014]
for GCC addressing the water hauling from the south. The only concern I have would be if for any reason
GCC was unable to secure on-site water in a year or two and this hauling turned into a long term
operation. Not sure if we can address this with a stipulation, and if we can perhaps it would stipulate that
if off-site water hauling is required beyond December 31, 2017, the applicant shall re-evaluate the
potential impacts associated with long term water hauling, and work with the county to mitigate and
address any public safety issues identified. Otherwise, we are good to go. Let me know if you require
anything else.” Jim Davis
Staff comment: Limitations on the duration and route of water hauling have been incorporated into this
report and as a condition of approval.
9. La Plata County Weed Manager
Submitted the following comments in an email dated January 13, 2016:
“Weed survey pending start of growing season” Rod Cook
Staff comment: These comments have been incorporated into a condition of approval.
10. La Plata Electric Association
Submitted the following comments in an email dated January 18, 2016:
“La Plata Electric Association, Inc. has no objections to the proposed project, provided that all
structures meet or exceed the minimum clearances to power line facilities as set forth in the current
edition of The National Electrical Safety Code, and also provided that no structures are located on
any LPEA easements, underneath any overhead power lines or on top of any underground power
lines.” Rhonda Beam
11. San Juan Basin Health
Submitted comments in an email dated October 22, 2014 (Attachment 45) and the following updated
comments a subsequent email dated February 25, 2016:
This email communication serves as an addendum to, and does not supersede previously released San
Juan Basin Health Department comments regarding the GCC Energy – King II Coal Mine Class II Land
Use Approval:
1. SJBHD has reviewed the actual water usage data, provided by GCC Energy for the King II Mine site
(attached), and determined that the wastewater being generated remains below (maximum) design
flow levels for the existing on-site wastewater treatment systems.
2. SJBHD has confirmed with GCC Energy representatives that the total number of full time employees
at the King II Mine site (121 FTE’s as of January 2016), remains below the number used for design
flow calculations. Projections for the maximum number of FTE’s (165) are reported to remain the
same.
3. A site visit to the King II Mine site was conducted on February 19, 2016 to inspect the “upper”
(Permit #2007-344) and “lower” (Permit #2007-345) OWTS’s. The soil treatment area (STA) AKA
leach filed at the “upper” OWTS, is clearly overloaded and remaining useful life called into
question. GCC Energy will need to obtain the services of a professional engineer for purposes of
STA recovery (if possible), expansion, or replacement. It should be noted that the prevailing
saturated soil conditions do not appear to be attributable to snow melt or other environmental
factors. Inspection of STA monitoring ports and high water level inside distribution-box access riser,
also suggests that the upper STA is overloaded. The lower STA appeared to be functioning properly
at the time of site visit.
Please let me know if you have any questions or comments regarding this matter. Chad Engelhardt
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Staff Comment: SJBH has the authority to ensure their October 22, 2014 comments will be satisfied.
SJBH’s February 25, 2016 comments (specifically item #3) were the basis of a Planning Commission
requirement for GCC to upgrade their system. See the discussion below on page 39 for more details.
12. US Army Corps
Submitted comments in a letter dated May 4, 2015 concluding that construction of the King II Mine did
not require a permit under Section 404 of Clean Water Act.
Additional Agencies
Although contacted, the department had not received comments from the following agencies prior to the
writing of this report:








Atmos Energy
City of Durango Public Works
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
Colorado Division of Parks and Wildlife
Hay Gulch Ditch
Mining Safety and Health Administration
Ute Mountain Ute Indian Tribe Resource Dept.

X. PLANNING COMMISSION – CONTINUATION
During the October 8, 2015 hearing, the Planning Commission (PC) conducted a public hearing and
CONTINUED, upon the applicant’s request, the Class II Land Use Permit petition to a date certain of
February 25, 2016. The motion received three votes in support from Commissioners Gorton, Minkler, and
Tencza, with dissenting votes from Commissioners Baizel and Lockwood. Minutes from the October 8th
hearing are included as Attachment 1.
The February 25, 2016 Planning Commission hearing was Continued to March 2, 2016 due to the absence of a
fully seated Planning Commission (minutes are Attachment 46). Given the volume of information provided on
March 2nd, the Planning Commission elected to Continue the project to the following evening, March 3, 2016.
After two days of evidence and testimony, the Planning Commission’s deliberation resulted in a 4-1 motion to
Continue the project to April 14, 2016. The motion received four votes in support from Commissioners
Gorton, Minkler, Malandra, and Tencza, with a dissenting vote from Commissioners Baizel. Minutes from
the March 2nd and 3rd hearing are included as Attachment 47 and 48 respectively.
At the April 14, 2016 hearing, the Planning Commission conducted a public hearing and voted in favor of a
recommendation that the BOCC APPROVE the Class II Land Use Permit petition with (9) nine findings and
22 conditions. The motion received four votes in support from Commissioners Gorton, Minkler, Malandra,
and Tencza, with a dissenting vote from Commissioner Baizel. Minutes from the April 14th hearing are
included as Attachment 66. Included within the conditions, there were seven items to be addressed “prior to
BOCC consideration”. GCC submitted a letter dated April 28, 2016 which includes a response to each of the
seven conditions and fourteen accompanying documents (Attachment 76 with subparts). The following is a
restatement of the seven conditions with Staff’s analysis of the condition’s status.
A. Planning Commission conditions to be met “Prior to BOCC Consideration”:
1. Prior to BOCC consideration, GCC shall provide an update on the status of implementation of the
detailed buffering plan to mitigate noise and visual impacts of coal trucks at 2541 CR 120 (McCue)
and3230 CR 120 (Hunzeker) residences (LPLUC Chapter 82 Subcategory V, Sec. 82-191 to 193, and
82-165);
Status: This condition has been satisfied by GCC’s April 28, 2016 letter (Attachment 76). GCC has
agreed to construct buffering on two properties for noise and visual mitigation as captured in a
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recommended condition of approval. A Conceptual Buffering Plan and Buffering Plan prepared by
DHM Landscape Architect submitted by GCC on March 17, 2016 (Attachments 21 & 61) includes
sound wall material choices, berming and landscaping features. In GCC’s most recent April 28th letter
they put forth a seven step process in which, upon BOCC approval of the Class II permit, the two
property owners will be have the opportunity to determine the scope and design of the buffering
measures. The implementation process continues with consultation of structural and sound engineering
professionals, the County, and contractors culminating in the property owner’s agreement on the final
design and selection of the contractor. GCC will be responsible to pay for the buffering improvements,
with final inspection of the work conducted by the County, Landscape Architect, and property owner.
As a result of public comment at the April 14, 2016 Planning Commission, Planning staff recommends a
new condition that allows the County to engage a third party consultant to determine the adequacy and
efficacy of the buffering plan and/or installation required as part of this land use permit (LPLUC
Chapter 82 Subcategory V, Sec. 82-191 to 193). If the County deems it necessary to engage such a third
party consultant, GCC shall reimburse the County for all expenses up to $5,000.
2. Prior to BOCC consideration, GCC shall provide a revised site plan with ADA compliant parking
details, upper parking lot surface treatment, and associated drainage plan/details (LPLUC Sec. 82-175,
74-112, and 82-169);
Status: This condition has been satisfied by GCC’s April 28, 2016 letter and the accompanying
Attachments 76.1, 76.2, and 76.3. A revised site plan (Attachment 76.1) shows a total of 91 parking
spaces, whereas the total number of employees to be on site at any one time is 87. The 91 spaces
allocate 82 to the upper lot for the mine office and bathhouse, and 9 spaces to the lower parking lot for
the scale house. Consistent with the 2010 ADA standards for Accessible Design, of the 91 spaces, there
are 6 ADA accessible (including 1 van accessible at the mine office and 1 van accessible at the scale
house).
The surface treatment for both parking lots is to remain as gravel as requested by GCC in their
accompany letter (Attachment 76.3). Consistent with LPLUC Sec. 82-175(f) the Planning Director may
allow an alternative surface treatment to paving (i.e. gravel) provided a licensed engineer can
demonstrate the alternative surface adequately serves the intended use without adversely impacting the
subject site or adjacent properties. Accordingly, GCC has submitted a revised drainage report
(Attachment 76. 2) which confirms the site’s ability to handle a 100 year flood event and that the gravel
surface does not adversely impact the subject site or adjacent properties. The six ADA parking spaces
will be surfaced with concrete to provide for functional use.
A third component of the parking plan is GCC’s request for a waiver from the requirement for one tree
island for every 10 parking spaces per LPLUC Sec 82-175(g)(2). As evident in GCC’s accompanying
letter (Attachment 76.3), there are several factors which support the waiving of this requirement. First,
drainage which could have been retained by tree islands will be adequately captured via an on-site
stormwater detention pond as described in the Drainage Assessment Update (Attachment 76.2) and as
regulated by CDRMS and CDPHE. Second, visual buffering which could have been accomplished by
tree islands is more successfully achieved by the parking lot’s location up from CR 120 within a low
lying basin and surrounded by natural trees and vegetation. Overall, the adequate stormwater
management and alternative buffering result in the Planning Director’s concurrence to waive the tree
island requirement.
3. Prior to BOCC consideration, GCC shall provide a status report regarding the construction of the
Huntington reservoir and GCC’s ability to discontinue water hauling by September 30, 2016 (LPLUC
Sec. 82-186);
Status: This condition has been satisfied by GCC’s April 28, 2016 letter and the accompanying
Attachments 76.4 and 76.5 sheets 1 to 5. GCC provided a timeline showing past and anticipated
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actions to complete the Huntington reservoir, including the most recent action on April 28, 2016 to
award a construction bid. GCC anticipates water hauling will cease by May 1, 2016 and that the
reservoir will be completed by May 31, 2016. Also included in GCC’s submittal are design plans for
the reservoir. The objective of this condition, which has been accomplished, was to ensure GCC is
making every effort to construct the reservoir and cease water hauling no later than September 30, 2016.
4. Prior to BOCC consideration, GCC shall revise the project narrative to accurately reflect aspects of
initial application that may have changed during the Class II land use permit process, including but not
limited to the projected maximum number of employees and water supply (LPLUC Sec. 82-71);
Status: This condition has been satisfied by GCC’s April 28, 2016 letter and the accompanying
Attachment 76.6. The revised narrative dated April 28, 2016 accurately reflects their existing and
proposed mining operations.
5. Prior to BOCC consideration, GCC shall solicit feedback from Emergency Medical Service personnel
such as DFPD and Fort Lewis Fire Protection District regarding the Emergency Response Plan and
access to residences of North CR 120 during an emergency (LPLUC Sec 82-193[c][2][a]).
Status: This condition has been satisfied by GCC’s April 28, 2016 letter and the accompanying
Attachments 76.7, 76.8, and 76.9. The Emergency Response Plan, specifically the four pages regarding
an incident on CR 120, has been revised to reflect comments from DFPD, Fort Lewis Fire Protection
District and the La Plata County Emergency Manager, Butch Knowlton.
6. Prior to BOCC consideration, GCC shall provide positive comments relative to San Juan Basin’s
Health’s February 25, 2016 request for a Professional Engineer to evaluate the upper leach field
(LPLUC Sec. 82-179); and
Status: This condition has been satisfied by GCC’s April 28, 2016 letter and the accompanying
Attachments 76.10, 76.11, 76.12, and 76.13. Consistent with SJBH’s comments, GCC has retained a
Professional Engineer to design an auxiliary feature to equalize the flow of the wastewater from the
bathhouse and submitted an application to SJBH on April 12, 2016. The timeline submitted by GCC
indicates their diligence in resolving this issue, and estimation that system improvements will be
completed by June 30, 2016. The County received updated comments from SJBH on May 13, 2016
stating:
I am writing to provide an update regarding item #3 (February 25, 2106 comments below). GCC has
obtained the services of Stoner Engineering to diagnose and remedy problems with the ailing on-site
wastewater treatment system. The Engineer, Wayne Dale, has provided SJBHD with a preliminary
assessment and proposal and has indicated that submittal of complete design is forthcoming. SJBHD
will review the construction plans, upon receipt, and continue working with Mr. Dale regarding
approval and construction authorization/permit issuance (OWTS Application number 2016-056 is on
file). –Chad Engelhardt
GCC has a valid permit with SJBH and based on these comments is in the process of upgrading that
system in accordance with SJBH standards as evident in the plans from Stoner Engineering and
Surveying (Attachment 77). There is a condition of approval that has should SJBH determine the
system exceeds their regulatory authority, GCC will apply for permit with CDPHE and provide a copy
to the County within 10 working days.
7.

Prior to BOCC consideration, GCC shall provide positive comments from CDOT permit #513005 and
status of the Notice to Proceed for intersection improvements at CR120 and SH140 (LPLUC Sec. 8276).
Status: This condition has been satisfied by GCC’s April 28, 2016 letter and the accompanying
Attachment 76.14. CDOT provided the following email on April 12, 2016 addressing the request for
information:
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“I wanted to provide an update on the status of the access permit for this project.
1. CDOT has met with GCC and its representatives and they have provided the following
construction schedule for the improvements at SH 140 and CR 120 (North). The schedule is as
follows:
o Final plans to CDOT by May 31, 2016
o CDOT will issue NTP[Notice to Proceed] by July 1, 2016
o Mobilization by August 1, 2016
o Job completion by October 30, 2016
We will be working with GCC and its representatives to adhere to this schedule. Let me know if you
need any additional input from me.
Thanks, Jo Heinlein”
Changes since the Planning Commission hearing
Planning Staff has found the seven conditions “prior to BOCC consideration” to have been satisfied and as
such, these conditions have been removed from the recommendation. As a result of discussions that occurred
at the Planning Commission’s April 14, 2016 hearing and through our ongoing project review, there are three
new conditions put forth in the recommendation below. First is the ability for the County to engage a third
party consultant to determine the adequacy and efficacy of the buffering improvements (see discussion of the
Planning Commission’s condition #1 above).
Second, is the requirement for employees to utilize alternatives routes while CR 120 North is under
construction. The objective is to redirect of portion of background traffic on CR 120 North by requiring GCC
employees travel on alternate roads such as CR 120 South and CR 119. This is to occur at any phase of road
construction when CR 120 North is subject to traffic restrictions. The County Public Works Director shall
have the authority to revisit the functionality and implementation of this condition as needed.
Third is the requirement for GCC to provide a report to La Plata County detailing all past disposal activities of
material from the King II Coal Mine at locations other than the King II Coal Mine. The report shall include a
characterization of the frequency, quantity, and characterization of the material taken from the King II Coal
Mine as well as the disposal locations (LPLUC Chapter 82 Subcategory V, Sec. 82-191 to 193). It is the
County’s understanding that waste rock encountered during the mining operations at King II are relocated to
King I. The waste rock consists of sandstone and shale, comprising several dump truck deposits to King I per
week. The utilization of King I for this use has occurred since 1991 and is currently regulated by CDRMS.
There is a separate Finding that clarifies the Class II land use permit for King II does not include land uses
associated with King I and a separate land use permit with corresponding public process is required for the
King I mine.
It is also important for staff to note the recommended conditions as contained below have been rewritten since
the Planning Commission recommendation to the BOCC. The revised conditions maintain their original
intent, but are now clearer in terms of their implementation and enforceability. Three examples of this are: 1)
the requirement for a maximum of 20% of trucks between 10 pm to 6 am are now specifically called out in
table 15.a; 2) the formula shown in condition 15.b clearly and concisely articulates how to calculate the
monthly average number of trucks; and 3) all dates in which a deadline is established for GCC to take a
particular action are consistently referenced as September 30, 2016, except for resolution to CDRMS TR-26
and submitting of the water treatment facility as-built plans, which are November 30, 2016 in order to allow
adequate time for resolution.
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XI. PLANNING DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION
Based on specific findings, the Board of County Commissioners may vote to continue the project, recommend
approval of the project with or without conditions, or recommend denial of the project. The Planning
Department and County staff recommends that Project Number 2012-0089, GCC Energy King II Coal Mine
Class II Land Use Permit, be APPROVED with the following findings and conditions:
Findings:
1. The project application meets the submittal requirements for a class II land use permit (LPLUC Sec. 82-1,
82-71, and 82-82).
2. Upon compliance with the conditions below, proof of adequate water, sewer, and access has been satisfied
(LPLUC Sec. 82-183, 82-186, 82-179, 82-161, 82-76, and 74-91).
3. Upon compliance with the conditions below, including execution of the Road Improvement Agreement
Pertaining to La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy that includes a schedule of road improvements, the
project will meet the following standards applicable to a road classified as local, 10 plus units: minimum 24foot wide paved road plus 3-foot shoulders, 60-foot right-of-way, safe road alignment, and appropriate sight
distance (LPLUC Sec. 74-91 and 82-161).
4. Upon compliance with the conditions below, including execution of a Road Improvement Agreement
Pertaining to La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy that includes a schedule of road improvements with
specific dates by which to complete construction, the project will achieve compatibility with existing,
adjoining land uses (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
5. Upon compliance with the conditions below, including execution of a Road Improvement Agreement
Pertaining to La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy that includes a phased maximum truck hauling traffic
limitation (80 monthly average / 96 daily maximum; 100 monthly average / 120 daily maximum; 120 monthly
average / 144 daily maximum) corresponding to the phased road improvements, the project will achieve
compatibility with existing, adjoining land uses (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
6. Upon compliance with the conditions below, the project will provide adequate buffering to reduce noise,
glare, traffic, dust, and unsightly views, and thereby will achieve compatibility with adjoining land uses along
north County Road 120 between State Highway 140 and the King II Coal Mine (LPLUC Sec. 82-165).
7. This class II land use permit for the King II Coal Mine specifically does not consider or include any land
uses associated with the King I Coal Mine on parcel numbers 565731200127, 565732200031, or
565731100026 (LPLUC Sec. 82-1 and 82-71).
8. This class II land use permit for the King II Coal Mine specifically does not consider or include a vehicle
turn-off (a.k.a. truck pull-off or truck chain up area) within La Plata County (LPLUC Sec. 82-1 and 82-71).
9. This class II land use permit for the King II Coal Mine specifically does not consider or include the
permittee intentionally staging and/or batching multiple trucks to or from the King II Coal Mine in a convoy
(LPLUC Sec. 82-1 and 82-71).
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Conditions:
Prior to permit issuance:
1. Prior to issuance of this class II land use permit, the permittee shall record the executed Road Improvement
Agreement Pertaining to La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy in the La Plata County real property
records (LPLUC Sec. 82-21, 82-28, 82-161, 82-191 to 193, and 82-29).
2. Prior to issuance of this class II land use permit, the permittee shall provide a report to La Plata County
detailing all past disposal activities of material from the King II Coal Mine at locations other than the King II
Coal Mine; the report shall include a characterization of the frequency, quantity, and characterization of the
material taken from the King II Coal Mine as well as the disposal locations (LPLUC Sec. 82-171, 82-181, and
82-191 to 193).
3. Prior to permit issuance, the permittee shall coordinate with the County Weed Technician to conduct a
weed survey on parcel 5653-362-00-077 and shall implement all necessary weed mitigation as determined by
the County Weed Technician (LPLUC Sec. 82-174).
Operating Conditions:
4. Prior to September 30, 2016 , the permittee shall install automated, flashing warning lights and safety
signage at two locations to be identified by La Plata County along north County Road 120 between State
Highway 140 and the project site; automated, flashing warning lights and safety signage shall be as specified
by the La Plata County Public Works Director and may include mobile devices; upon acceptance of the
installed equipment and inspection by the La Plata County Public Works Director, the automated, flashing
warning lights and safety signage shall be turned over to La Plata County for its operation and use, and shall
remain in place at the discretion of the La Plata County Public Works Director (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
5. Prior to September 30, 2016, the permittee shall provide documentation from the permittee’s engineer that
the upper parking lot improvements have been completed per approved plans (LPLUC Sec. 82-71 and 82175).
6. Prior to September 30, 2016, the permittee shall install all water infrastructure and ensure that the water
treatment plant is operational; no hauling of water shall be permitted after September 30, 2016 (LPLUC Sec.
82-183 and 82-186).
7. Prior to September 30, 2016, the permittee shall install speed radar signs at two locations to be identified
by La Plata County along north County Road 120 between State Highway 140 and the King II Coal Mine;
speed radar signs shall be as specified by the La Plata County Public Works Director and may include mobile
devices; upon acceptance of the installed equipment and inspection by the La Plata County Public Works
Director, the speed radar signs and associated equipment shall be turned over to the La Plata County for its
operation and use (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
8. Prior to February 26, 2020, the permittee shall obtain an adjudicated water right in Water Court Division
No. 7 case number 2015CW3029 that aligns with the temporary substitute water supply plan approved by the
Division of Water Resources / State Engineer’s Office on February 26, 2016; the permittee shall renew the
substitute water supply plan until such time the adjudicated water right in Water Court Division No. 7 case
number 2015CW3029 is secured (LPLUC Sec. 82-183 and 82-186).

9. Prior to November 30, 2016, the permittee shall provide to La Plata County verification from the Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment that water treatment plant as-built plans for Permit Number
CO0234301 have been received and accepted (LPLUC Sec. 82-71, 82-183, and 82-186).
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10. Prior to November 30, 2016 the permittee shall receive approval from the Colorado Division of
Reclamation Mining and Safety of Technical Revision 26 regarding additional ground water quality
monitoring (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
11. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee shall
only utilize as its water source the Huntington dry-up or La Plata River diversions pursuant to Water Right
Case No. 2007CW100 and No. 2015CW3059 (pending) delivered via a storage reservoir located at 8796 CR
120, parcel ID 565731100026 (LPLUC Sec. 82-1, 82-71, 82-183, and 82-186).
12. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, at least once per
month the permittee shall conduct at random locations speed checks of trucks hauling coal from the King II
Coal Mine using a speed gun, and the permittee shall by the fifth day of each month post the results from the
previous month on a publicly-accessible website maintained by the permittee, specifically the number of coal
trucks checks and the number of coal trucks exceeding the established speed applicable to trucks hauling coal
(LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
13. Prior to the commencement of Phase 2 road improvements, the permittee shall ensure that the new
alignment of north County Road 120 at the intersection with Robert’s Ridge Drive in the vicinity of mile post
2.5 is no closer to the existing residence on the north side of road and is moved to the south to the maximum
extent practicable to improve the line of sight at the intersection of Robert’s Ridge Drive and north County
Road 120 (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
14. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, if the San Juan
Basin Health Department determines that wastewater demands associated with the project exceed their
regulatory authority, the permittee shall apply for the necessary permits from the Colorado Department of
Public Health and Environment and shall provide a copy of said permit to La Plata County within ten business
days of its issuance (LPLUC Sec. 82-179).
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15. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee shall
perform or ensure the following actions regarding traffic limitations are taken; for purposes of this condition,
the time a truck leaves the King II Coal mine shall be considered to be the time a final truck ticket is created
by the permittee (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193):
a. The permittee shall ensure that the monthly average (excluding Sundays), the daily maximum, and
the nighttime maximum of trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine do not exceed the
following:
Monday
Night –
Friday
Morning
Maximum #
of Outgoing
Trucks
(10:00 pm –
6:00 am)

Saturday
Night
Maximum #
of Outgoing
Trucks
(10:00 pm to
11:59 pm)

Applicable Time Period

Average. #
Outgoing
Trucks/Day
/month
(Sundays
excluded)

Maximum #
Outgoing
Trucks/
Single Day

Monday
Morning
Maximum #
of Outgoing
Trucks
(12:01 am to
6:00 am)

Project approval up to and
including date of
Preliminary Acceptance
of Phase 1, 2 and Phase 3

80

96

14

19

5

Commencement of Phase
4 up to and including date
of Preliminary
Acceptance of Phase 5

100

120

18

24

6

Subsequent to
Preliminary Acceptance
of Phase 5

120

144

22

29

7

b. The permittee shall utilize the following formula to calculate the monthly average pursuant to
condition 15(a) above:

Where:
 A = the average number of trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine per
day that shall not exceed the limits imposed pursuant to condition 15(a) above.
 T = the total number of trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine in a
calendar month.
 D = the total number of days in a calendar month.
 S = the total number of Sundays in a calendar month.
c. The permittee shall ensure that no trucks hauling coal leave the King II Coal Mine from Saturday
evening at 11:59 pm to Monday morning at 12:01 am.
d. The permittee shall ensure that all trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine drive no faster
than 25 mph on gravel surfaces and 35 mph on paved surfaces, or 5 mph less than posted speed
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limit, whichever speed is lower; additionally, the permittee shall also ensure that all trucks hauling
coal from the King II Coal Mine drive no faster than 10 mph within 200 feet on either side of any
residence within 200 feet of a gravel section of north County Road 120 unless the La Plata County
Public Works Director authorizes a faster speed in writing.
e. The permittee shall ensure that no trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine stop or park
within the right-of-way along any county road to install or remove chains or for any other reasons
except in unforeseen circumstances or cases of emergency.
f.

The permittee shall ensure that no trucks haul coal from the King II Coal Mine anytime the
permittee or the La Plata County Public Works Director, or his/her designee, determines that road
conditions are, or will be in the near future, substandard for any reason such that continued coal
hauling could create an unsafe condition for the traveling public; the permittee may resume
allowing trucks to haul coal from the King II Coal Mine only after the La Plata County Public
Works Director, or his/her designee, verifies orally or in writing that it is safe to resume hauling
operations.

g. The permittee shall ensure that all trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine display easily
identifiable vehicle numbers to aid in reporting truck issues; the permittee shall maintain a directdial phone number (currently 970-247-7934) for the public to relay information to the permittee
regarding driving behavior of trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine; and the permittee
shall, upon receipt of a complaint, investigate and take action to remedy any unsafe driving
behavior.
h. The permittee shall keep a log of all trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine including the
date and time each truck hauling coal leaves the King II Coal Mine, and the permittee shall by the
fifth day of each month post on a publicly-accessible website maintained by the permittee the
following information from the previous month: the number of trucks hauling coal that left the
King II Coal Mine on each calendar day; the number of trucks hauling coal that left the King II Coal
Mine between 10:00 pm and 11:59 pm each calendar day; and the number of trucks hauling coal
that left the King II Coal Mine between 12:01 am and 6:00 am on each calendar day.
16. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall perform or ensure the following actions regarding vibration and subsidence are taken (LPLUC Sec. 82191 to 193):
a. The permittee shall not conduct mining activity within 600 feet of a dwelling, measured
horizontally, without an expressed waiver in writing executed by the dwelling owner.
b. If mining activities occur or are anticipated to occur within 1,000 feet of a dwelling, measured
horizontally, the permittee shall include in its subsidence monitoring program prepared and
undertaken pursuant to Rule 2.05.06(6)(c) of the Regulations of the Colorado Mined Land
Reclamation Board for Coal Mining at a minimum all dwellings within 1,000 feet of the mining
activities, measured horizontally.
c. The permittee shall, on a quarterly basis pursuant to Colorado Division of Reclamation and Mining
Safety requirements and as agreed upon by La Plata County, measure the static groundwater level in
the wells identified within Technical Revision-26 or as amended, and the permittee shall within ten
days of measuring the static groundwater post the results on a publicly-accessible website
maintained by the permittee.
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17. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall, on a quarterly basis pursuant to Colorado Division of Reclamation and Mining Safety requirements and
as agreed upon by La Plata County, conduct water quality monitoring as required by the Colorado Division
of Reclamation Mining and Safety, including any additional monitoring that may be required by Technical
Revision – 26 or as amended, and the permittee shall within ten days of conducting water quality monitoring
post the results on a publicly-accessible website maintained by the permittee (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
18. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall perform or ensure the following actions regarding noise mitigation are taken (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to
193):
a. The permittee shall ensure that sound measurements at 50 feet from the edge of north County Road
120 between State Highway 140 and King II Coal Mine attributed to trucks hauling coal from the
King II Coal Mine shall not exceed 86 A-weighted decibels (dba) at any time.
b. The permittee shall ensure that all trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine are equipped with
exhaust silencers/mufflers in good working condition.
c. The permittee shall not install rumble strips on any newly paved sections of north County Road 120
between State Highway 140 and King II Coal Mine.
19. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall perform or ensure the following actions regarding dust mitigation are taken (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to
193):
a. Until such time the entirety of north County Road 120 between State Highway 140 and the King II
Coal Mine is paved, the permittee shall treat un-paved sections of north County Road 120 between
State Highway 140 and the King II Coal Mine with dust retardant such as magnesium chloride or
water as determined by the La Plata County Public Works Director.
b. Until such time that the entirety of north County Road 120 between State Highway 140 and the
King II Coal Mine is paved, the permittee shall treat un-paved section of North County Road 120
between State Highway 140 and the King II Coal Mine as frequently as necessary to ensure trucks
hauling coal from King II Coal Mine do not cause dust that rises any higher than a coal truck’s
wheels to be visually observed by the permittee, La Plata County, or the public.
c. The permittee shall ensure that all coal trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine cover their
loads prior to leaving the King II Coal mine.
20. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall ensure that all lighting at the King II Coal Mine is screened, shielded, and directed so as not to
adversely trespass onto adjacent properties/structures (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193).
21. At any time prior to the completion of Phase 5 road improvements, the permittee shall, at the permittee’s
expense and the property owners’ consent, install buffering improvements in the vicinity of the dwelling
units located on parcels # 565728400074 and 565728300145 pursuant to a buffering plan approved by the La
Plata County Community Development Director and signed and sealed by either a professional engineer
and/or landscape architect; buffering improvements constructed by the permittee shall be bonded prior to
construction through La Plata County’s standardized development improvement agreement; the permittee
shall warrant any landscaped improvements through the development improvement agreement to ensure
establishment of vegetation (LPLUC Sec. 82-191 to 193, 82-21 to 25, and 82-165).
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22. At any time prior to the completion of Phase 5 road improvements, the permittee shall reimburse La
Plata County up to $5,000 for expenses incurred hiring a consultant to determine the adequacy and efficacy
of any buffering plan and/or installation required as part of this class II land use permit (LPLUC Sec. 82-191
to 193, 82-21 to 25, 82-165, and 82-196 to 198).
23. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall ensure that all trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine only utilize north County Road 120 from
the King II Coal Mine to State Highway 140 unless, during extenuating circumstances, written authorization
of an alternative route is approved by the La Plata County Manager and La Plata County Public Works
Director; the La Plata County Manager and La Plata County Public Works Director will only authorize
alternative routes for a specified duration and a specified number of trucks hauling coal, and will not
authorize alternative routes for reasons such as adverse weather events, or when north County Road 120 is
closed or subject to traffic restrictions (LPLUC Sec. 82-161, 82-191 to 193).
24. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall provide to the La Plata County Public Works Director for his/her approval traffic control plans
commensurate with each roadway improvement project in order to ensure roadway safety during
construction; all traffic control plans shall ensure that during construction activities, all employees other than
those actively hauling coal to and from the King II Coal Mine utilize routes other than north County Road
120 between State Highway 140 and the King II Coal Mine to access the King II Coal Mine (LPLUC Sec.
74-41, 74-61, 74-76, and 82-191 to 193).
25. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall pay annual road maintenance fees of at least $0.12 per ton of coal removed from the King II Coal Mine;
annual road maintenance fees exceeding $0.12 per ton of coal shall be as specified in the Road Improvements
Agreement Pertaining to La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy, LLC (LPLUC Sec. 82-28, 82-161, and
82-29).
26. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall apply for a major amendment to this class II land use permit in accordance with the standards and
process dictated by the applicable provisions of the La Plata County Code if the permittee increases the
numbers of trucks hauling coal from the King II Coal Mine (LPLUC Sec. 82-1 and 82-15).
27. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall apply for a major amendment to this class II land use permit in accordance with the standards and
process dictated by the applicable provisions of the La Plata County Code if the Road Improvements
Agreement Pertaining to La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy, LLC is materially amended either
through consent of the parties or by court action; the La Plata County Community Development Director
shall, in his/her discretion, determine if an amendment to the Road Improvements Agreement Pertaining to
La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy, LLC is material or minor (LPLUC Sec. 82-1, 82-15, 82-29, 82-71,
82-21, 82-28, 82-161, and 82-191 to 193).
28. At all times the King II Coal Mine is operated pursuant to this class II land use permit, the permittee
shall apply for a major amendment to this class II land use permit in accordance with the standards and
process dictated by the applicable provisions of the La Plata County Code if expansion of surface or hauling
operations occurs beyond the operations described in the narrative and site plan dated April 28, 2016
(LPLUC Sec. 82-1 and 82-15).
ATTACHMENTS:
1. October 8, 2015 Planning Commission hearing minutes
2. Applicant’s narrative dated January 29, 2015
3. Site plan (11”x17”), revision dated July 29, 2015
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) by Roadrunner Design Services updated on November 19, 2015
Conceptual Road Construction plans, dated November 17, 2015
Property Ownership Map, dated September 1, 2015
Roadrunner response to Public Works 8-20-15 memo, dated November 19, 2015
Roadrunner Eng. January 29, 2016, Response to LSC Technical Memo dated 1/15/16
Roadrunner Eng November 14, 2014, Response re: Water Trucks
Road Improvement Agreement Pertaining to La Plata County Road 120 – GCC Energy, LLC
List of other agency permits provided by GCC received on May 15, 2014
Aimone Martin Associates Review of Noise and Vibrations From CR 120 Truck Traffic and Mining
Operations, dated September 7, 2015.
Wave Engineering, report titled King II Coal Mine Noise Assessment dated January 4, 2016
King II Coal Mine Noise Assessment Appendices A-F
Aimone Martin Associated review of Wave Engineering study dated January 15, 2016
Resource Hydrogeolic Services, July 30, 2015, Preliminary Hydrologic Monitoring Plan
Trinity Consultants January 29, 2016, Response to McVehil-Monnett Report dated 12/15/15
Roadrunner Eng letter January 29, 2016, Response to LSC Report
Resource Hydrogeologic Services, January 31, 2016, Response to Randolph Fischer letter dated
12/19/15
Neighborhood Compatibility Meetings Summary of Issues Discussed dated September 11, 2012 and
December 19, 2013
Conceptual buffering plan at 2541 and 3230 CR 120
Review of Annual Hydrology Report, CDS Environmental Services, December 22, 2014
Surrounding landowner notification list within 500’of the subject property in addition to neighbors
along CR 120 east, CR 120 west, CR 116, and CR 119
Public comment letters, all 58 compiled into one attachment as of February 16, 2016
Concerned Citizens of Hay Gulch April 8, 2015
Hay Gulch Citizen Advisory Panel Report July 8, 2015
Grantham et al, Response to Compatibility Assessment and Mitigation Document, and Alternate
Approach to King II Traffic July 13, 2015, updated August 28, 2015
Alternative Approach to King Coal II Truck Traffic (J Graham et al) October 8, 2015
Luke Danielson December 15, 2015 re: Traffic, E. Strid Mine Engineers
Luke Danielson December 16, 2015 re: McVehil-Monnett Air Quality Report
SW CO Advocates December 19, 2015 re: Randolph Fischer Water
Luke Danielson December 28, 2015 re: Request for Noise Monitoring Report
Luke Danielson January 7, 2016 re: Request for info
Luke Danielson January 15, 2016 re: LSC Traffic Memo
Luke Danielson January 19, 2016 re: Carl Mount GCC Production Rates
Luke Danielson January 25, 2016 re: Sharing of information
Luke Danielson January 29, 2016 re: McVehil-Monnett Air Quality Supplement
Luke Danielson February 8, 2016 re: Summary of comments with Exhibits A-K
SW CO Advocates February 8, 2016 re: Summary of comments
Colorado Geologic Survey letter dated August 21, 2015
Colorado Division of Water Resources letter dated August 7, 2012
Fort Lewis Mesa Fire Protection District letter dated January 15, 2016
Fort Lewis Mesa Planning Group letter dated September 9, 2016
County Public Works memos dated December 10, 2015, August 20, 2014 and July 14, 2014
San Juan Basin Health email dated October 22, 2014
February 25, 2016 Planning Commission minutes
March 2, 2016 Planning Commission minutes
March 3, 2016 Planning Commission minutes
Traffic Control Plan/Maintenance of Traffic details dated March 17, 2016
Emergency Response Plan dated March 17, 2016
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51. Road Improvement Agreement and Exhibit A March 17, 2016 (updated)
52. McVehil-Monnett March 14, 2016 response to Trinity Consultants’ January 29, 2016 Review of
McVehil Monnett’s December 15, 2015 Analysis
53. Technical Revision #26 – Adequacy Review #1 Response dated March 25, 2016 by GCC to CDRMS
54. Public comment letters, 12 compiled into one attachment, February 17, 2016 to March 31, 2016
55. Compatibility Assessment and Mitigation narrative by GCC dated July 31, 2015
56. Compatibility Analysis of HGCAP Recommendations by GCC dated November 18, 2015
57. Compatibility Analysis of CR 120 N Recommendations by GCC dated November 18, 2015
58. County Public Works memos dated March 25, 2016
59. Flashing warning lights and safety signage, conceptual dated March 17, 2016
60. Batching table dated March 17, 2016
61. Buffering plan dated March 17, 2016 (updated)
62. RIA – Road Engineering Requirements to CR 120 Improvements Mark Schultz et al letter dated
March 25, 2016
63. Luke Danielson March 11, 2016 re: Comments on RIA
64. SW CO Advocates March 14, 2016 re: GCC Additional Mitigation Measures
65. SW CO Advocates March 30, 2016 re: Project #2012-0089, GCC Energy King II Coal Mine Class
II , Continuance
66. April 14, 2016 Planning Commission minutes
67. Roadrunner Response to April 7, 2016 LSC letter, dated May 13, 2016
68. King II Coal Mine – Haul Truck Study – Supplemental Report #1 & Rebuttal Wave #1365, Wave
Engineering, May 13, 2016
69. Trinity Consultants’ May 13, 2016 Supplement #1 to the Air Quality Analysis for Traffic on the La
Plata County Road 120 and Response to McVehil-Monnett Associates, Inc. (MMA) letter dated
March 14, 2016
70. May 18, 2016 BOCC site visit of King II and County Roads Itinerary, maps, and buffering plan
71. Public comment letters, five compiled into one attachment, April 13, 2016 to May 14, 2016
72. Luke Danielson and SW CO Advocates April 8, 2016 letter re: Additional comments and LSC
Report dated April 7, 2016
73. Luke Danielson May 10, 2016 letter re: Braslau Associates Noise Study
74. Luke Danielson May 10, 2016 letter re: Carl Mount Solid Waste and Water Pollution
75. SW CO Advocates May 11 & 13, 2016 letters re: Itinerary for May 18, 2016 site visit
76. GCC letter April 28, 2016 re: GCC – Packet of “Prior to BOCC” Conditions (with 14 attachments)
1. Revised Site Plan
2. Drainage Assessment Update dated April 27, 2016 from Mike Olson, P.E.
3. Letter dated April 28, 2016 regarding alternative surface material and parking lot
landscaping requirements
4. Construction timeline for Huntington Water Reservoir
5. Design plans for Huntington Water Reservoir
6. Revised Project Narrative dated April 28, 2016
7. Relevant portion of GCC’s Emergency Response Plan which involves CR 120 North
8. Letter from Chief Anderson of the Fort Lewis Mesa Fire Protection District
9. Letter from the Durango Fire Protection District
10. Timeline of events leading up to projected final repairs of the upper leach field
11. Letter from Stoner Engineering to GCC dated April 7, 2016
12. Application to SJBH dated April 12, 2016
13. Letter from GCC to Chad Engelhardt with SJBH dated March 21, 2016
14. Email from Jo Heinlein with CDOT dated April 12, 2016
77. Stoner Engineering and Surveying May 11, 2016 Redesign of OWTS
END OF DEPARTMENT REPORT
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